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The Booker Prize-winning author of Possession presents a stunning, contemporary story set

against the clashing politics, passionate ideals, and shifting sexual roles of the early 1960s. In

Byatt's vision, the presiding genius of the day seems to be a blend of the Marquis de Sade and

The Hobbit. Peopled with weird and colorful characters, charted with brilliant, imaginative

sympathy, Babel Tower is as comic as it is threatening and bizarre.



Acclaim for A. S. BYATT’sBABEL TOWER“In this major novel Byatt establishes herself as one

of the two or three most important contemporary British writers.”—Atlanta Journal-

Constitution“Byatt displays a dazzling range of narrative interests and inventiveness.”—

Elle“Byatt is in top form here.… [She] uses her skills to masterly effect, illuminating a period of

our history while employing the many facets of the English language to convey the struggles,

anxieties and triumphs of a memorable cast of characters.”—Denver Post“[A] dazzling epic.…

Like a marvelous tapestry, Byatt has woven together the meaningful dialogues of an era, with

all their flaws and beauty.”—Entertainment Weekly“Byatt writes beautifully, and passages of

this novel come to brilliant life.”—Time“Babel Tower is a great, big sweep of a story, broad yet

densely compacted.”—Miami Herald“Taken together with the rest of Ms. Byatt’s output, it puts

literary England on the map again.”—Dallas Morning News“Babel Tower is fat, compelling, full

of narrative invention, multivalent in its structure, and is a luscious and fascinating book.”—

Houston Chronicle“Extraordinarily ambitious, even admirable.… Byatt’s … prodigious

imagination and literary skills will keep the … reader happily engaged.”—Philadelphia

Inquirer“Babel Tower is … brilliant and rich, employing such a virtuoso range of narrative styles

and character voices.”—San Jose Mercury News“This is a book only Byatt could write: the

humor mingled with a dark, suspenseful foreboding; the deconstruction of great novels

intertwined with romance and jealousy. And happily, it’s long enough that even the most

compulsive reader won’t finish it in a day.”—Charlotte Observer“[Byatt is] a riveting storyteller

who grants her own wish, making her readers care about the people in her book. The many

stories twine together with ingenious thoroughness.”—Newsday“Byatt’s writing is extravagant

and sensual, and even her most outrageous characters seem entirely real. A feast of a book.”—

Town & Country“It is all rich and often exhilarating. Byatt writes with a fierce intelligence and a

sharply observant eye. Her characters are described with rare acuity and precision.”—Orlando

Sentinel“Babel Tower’s … ability to sustain narrative bite while refusing to cave in to the

nastiness it probes pushes Byatt to the forefront of active English language novelists. Here is a

book for those willing to be angered, jolted and, possibly, enriched.”—St. Louis Post-

Dispatch“For intelligence and observation, Byatt has few peers.”—Hartford CourantA. S.

BYATTBABEL TOWERA. S. Byatt is the author of Possession, winner of the Booker Prize and a

national bestseller. Her two novels that lead up to Babel Tower, tracing the fortunes of

Frederica and her family through the 1950s, are The Virgin in the Garden and Still Life, and her

other fiction includes The Shadow of the Sun, The Game, Angels & Insects, and two

collections of shorter works, Sugar and Other Stories and The Matisse Stories. She has also

published three volumes of critical work, of which Passions of the Mind is the most recent. She

has taught English and American literature at University College, London, and is a

distinguished critic and reviewer. She lives in London.Books by A. S. BYATTFICTIONBabel
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PageCopyrightDedicationA Note for American ReadersEpigraphChapter IChapter IIChapter
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XIChapter XIIChapter XIIIChapter XIVChapter XVChapter XVIChapter XVIIChapter

XVIIIChapter XIXChapter XXChapter XXIAcknowledgementsA NOTE FOR AMERICAN

READERSThe Profumo scandal and the Moors Murders were important public events which

helped to define the moral atmosphere of “swinging London” and the “permissive society” in

England in the 1960s. Other important events were the prosecution and acquittal of the

publishers of Lady Chatterley’s Lover in 1960 and the prosecution and conviction of the

publishers of Last Exit to Brooklyn in 1967. The Last Exit decision was reversed on appeal. I

have taken some legal details from that trial, particularly the unusual decision by the judge to

hear the defence witnesses before those for the prosecution, and also the fact that it was tape-

recorded in full on behalf of the publishers, who later used their transcript to prepare the

appeal.John Profumo was Secretary of State for War in Harold Macmillan’s government. In

1963 there were rumours that he had slept with a prostitute, Christine Keeler, who had also

slept with a Soviet naval attaché, Eugene Ivanov. National security was thought to be

threatened by this. Profumo made a personal statement to the House of Commons in March,

denying the allegations, but resigned in June, confessing that his statement had been a lie.

Also in June Christine Keeler and another young woman, Marilyn (Mandy) Rice-Davis, were

involved in the trial of Dr. Stephen Ward, osteopath and artist, who was convicted in August of

living on their immoral earnings, but killed himself on the day of the verdict. The trial made

public figures of the two composed and attractive young women, and aroused a swarm of

rumours of sleaze and corruption in high places, which contributed to the fall of the

Conservative government. Lord Denning, an eminent judge, wrote a report on the “Profumo

Affair” dealing solemnly with, among other things, rumours that a government minister had

attended sadistic orgies at Stephen Ward’s house in “a black leather mask which laces up at



the back,” and that there were parties where “the man who serves dinner is nearly naked

except for a small square lace apron round his waist such as a waitress might wear.”Ian Brady

was found guilty in 1966 of the murders of Edward Evans, Lesley Ann Downey, and John

Kilbride. Myra Hindley was found guilty of murdering Evans and Downey, not guilty of

murdering Kilbride, but guilty of abetting Brady in that murder. The murders were particularly

horrific because they seemed to have been committed for the pleasure of murdering. Brady did

have the works of de Sade, amongst others, in his library. The victims were buried on the

Moors, and Hindley later confessed that further victims were still hidden there. Both Brady and

Hindley are still in prison.Her Telepathic-Station transmits thought-wavesthe second-rate, the

bored, the disappointed,and any of us when tired or uneasyare tuned to receive.So, though

unlisted in atlas or phone-book,Her Garden is easy to find. In no timeone reaches the gate over

which is written large: MAKE LOVE NOT WAR• • •She does not brutalise Her victims

(beasts couldbite or bolt), She simplifies them to flowers,sessile fatalists who don’t mind and

onlycan talk to themselves.All but a privileged Few, the elite Sheguides to Her secret citadel,

the Towerwhere a laugh is forbidden and DO HARM AS THOU WILT is the Law.Dear little not-

so-innocents, beware ofOld Grandmother Spider; rump Her endearments.She’s not quite as

nice as She looks, nor you quiteas tough as you think.W. H. Auden, “Circe”La Nature n’a

qu’une voix, dîtes-vous, qui parle à tous les hommes.Pourquoi donc que ces hommes pensent

différemment? Tout, d’après cela, devait être unanime et d’accord, et cet accord ne sera jamais

pour l’anthropophagie.Mme. de Sade, Letter to her husbandI fear we are not getting rid of God

because we still believe in grammar.NietzscheIt might begin:The thrush has his anvil or altar on

one fallen stone in a heap, gold and grey, roughly squared and shaped, hot in the sun and

mossy in the shade. The massive rubble is in a clearing on a high hill. Below is the canopy of

the forest. There is a spring, of course, and a little river flowing from it.The thrush appears to be

listening to the earth. In fact he is looking, with his sideways stare, for his secret prey in the

grass, in the fallen leaves. He stabs, he pierces, he carries the shell with its soft centre to his

stone. He lifts the shell, he cracks it down. He repeats. He repeats. He extracts the bruised

flesh, he sips, he juggles, he swallows. His throat ripples. He sings. His song is liquid syllables,

short cries, serial trills. His feathers gleam, creamy and brown-spotted. He repeats. He

repeats.Characters are carved on the stones. Maybe runes, maybe cuneiform, maybe

ideograms of a bird’s eye or a creature walking, or pricking spears and hatchets. Here are

broken alphabets, ;� and "�, C and T, A and G. Round the stones are the broken shells, helical

whorls like empty ears in which no hammer beats on no anvil. They nestle. Their sound is

brittle. Their lips are pure white (Helix hortensis) and shining black (Helix nemoralis). They are

striped and coiled, gold, rose, chalk, umber; they rattle together as the quick bird steps among

them. In the stones are the coiled remains of their congeners, millions of years old.The thrush

sings his limited lovely notes. He stands on the stone, which we call his anvil or altar, and

repeats his song. Why does his song give us such pleasure? IOr it might begin with Hugh Pink,

walking in Laidley Woods in Herefordshire in the autumn of 1964. The woods are mostly virgin

woodland, crowded between mountainsides, but Hugh Pink is walking along an avenue of

ancient yews, stretched darkly over hills and across valleys.His thoughts buzz round him like a

cloud of insects, of varying colours, sizes and liveliness. He thinks about the poem he is

writing, a rich red honeycomb of a poem about a pomegranate, and he thinks about how to

make a living. He does not like teaching in schools, but that is how he has recently made some

sort of living, and he reconstructs the smells of chalk and ink and boys, the noise of corridors

and tumult, amongst the dark trees. The wood floor smells pungent and rotting. He thinks of

Rupert Parrott, the publisher, who might pay him to read manuscripts. He does not think he will



pay much, but it might be enough. He thinks of the blooded pink jelly of pomegranates, of the

word “pomegranate,” round and spicy. He thinks of Persephone and is moved by the automatic

power of the myth and then repelled by caution. The myth is too big, too easy, too much for his

pomegranate. He must be oblique. Why is there this necessity, now, to be oblique? He thinks of

Persephone as he used to imagine her when he was a boy, a young white girl in a dark cavern,

before a black table, with a gold plate containing a heap of seeds. He had supposed the six

seeds she ate were dry seeds, when he was a boy and had never seen a pomegranate. Her

head is bowed, her hair is pale gold. She knows she should not eat, and eats. Why? It is not a

question you can ask. The story compels her to eat. As he thinks, his eyes take in the woods,

brambles and saplings, flaming spindle-berries and gleaming holly leaves. He thinks that he will

remember Persephone and holly, and suddenly sees that the soft quadruple rosy seed of the

spindle is not unlike the packed seeds of the pomegranate. He thinks about spindles, touches

on Sleeping Beauty and her pricked finger, goes back to Persephone, dreaming girls who have

eaten forbidden bloody seeds. Not the poem he is writing. His poem is about fruit flesh. His feet

make a regular rhythm on fallen needles and the blanket of soft decay. He will remember the

trees for the images in his mind’s eye, and the images for the trees. The brain does all sorts of

work, Hugh Pink thinks. Why does it do this sort so well, so luxuriously?At the end of the ride,

when he comes to it, is a stile. Beyond the stile are rough fields and hedges. On the other side

of the stile are a woman and a child, standing quietly. The woman is wearing country clothes,

jodhpurs, boots, a hacking jacket. She has a green headsquare knotted under her chin, in the

style of the Queen and her royal sister. She leans on the fence, without putting her weight on it,

looking into the wood. The child, partly obscured by the steps of the stile, appears to be

clinging to the leg of the woman, both of whose arms are on the top bar of the fence.They do

not move as Hugh Pink approaches. He decides to strike off himself, into a shady path on his

left. Then she calls his name.“Hugh Pink? Hugh Pink. Hugh—”He does not recognise her. She

is in the wrong clothes, in the wrong place, at the wrong time. She is helping the child on to the

stile. Her movements are brisk and awkward, and this reminds him. The child stands on the top

step, balancing with one hand on her shoulder.“Frederica—” says Hugh Pink.He is about to

add her old surname, and stops. He knows she is married. He remembers the buzz of furious

gossip and chatter at the time of this marriage. Someone nobody knew, they had said, they

had complained, none of her old friends, a stranger, a dark horse. No one was invited to the

wedding, none of her university lovers or gossips, they had found out purely by chance, she

had suddenly vanished, or so they told each other, with variants, with embellishments. It was

put about that this man kept her more or less locked up, more or less incommunicado, in a

moated grange, would you believe, in the country, in outer darkness. There had been

something else, some disaster, a death, a death in the family, more or less at the same time,

which was said to have changed Frederica, utterly changed her, they said. She is very

changed, everyone was saying, you would hardly know her. Hugh was on his way to Madrid at

this time, trying to see if poetry and making a living could be done in that city. He had once

been in love with Frederica, and in Madrid had fallen in love with a silent Swedish girl. Also he

had liked Frederica, but had lost her, had lost touch, because love always came before and

confounded liking, which is regrettable. His memories of Frederica are confused by memories

of his own embarrassment and memories of Sigrid, and of that embarrassment.It is true that

she is changed. She is dressed for hunting. But she no longer looks like a huntress.“Frederica,”

says Hugh Pink.“This is Leo,” says Frederica. “My son.”The boy’s look, inside his blue hood, is

unsmiling. He has Frederica’s red hair, two or three shades darker. He has large dark brown

eyes, under heavy dark brows.“This is Hugh Pink. One of my old friends.”Leo continues to stare



at Hugh, at the wood. He does not speak.Or it might begin in the crypt of St. Simeon’s Church,

not far from King’s Cross, at the same time on the same day.Daniel Orton sits on a slowly

rotating black chair, constrained by a twisted telephone wire. Round and back. His ear is hot

with electric words that filter through the black shell he holds to his head. He listens, frowning.“I

say I’m completely shut in you know I say I say I say I don’t get up off my butt and go out of this

room any more I can’t seem to get up the force I ought to try it’s silly really but what’s the point

I say I say I say I say if I did get out there they’d all stomp on me I’d be underfoot in no time it

isn’t safe I say I say I say are you there are you listening do you give a damn is there anyone at

all on the end of this line I say I say.”“Yes, there’s someone. Tell me where you want to go. Tell

me why you’re afraid to go out.”“I don’t need to go nowhere no one needs me there’s no need

that’s why oh what’s the point? Are you still there?”“I’m here.”The crypt is dark and solid. There

are three telephones, set round the base of a pillar, in plywood cubicles soundproofed with a

honeycomb of egg-boxes. The other two telephones are unmanned. There is a small blue-and-

white jug of anemones in Daniel’s cubicle. Two are open, a white and a dark crimson with a

centre full of soft black spikes and black powder. There are unopened blue and red ones, bright

inside colours hidden under fur, steel-blue and soft pink-grey, above the ruffs of leaves. Over

each telephone is a text, done in good amateur calligraphy. Daniel’s says:So likewise ye,

except ye utter by the tongue words easy to be understood, how shall it be known what is

spoken? For ye shall speak into the air.There are, it may be, so many kinds of voices in the

world, and none of them is without signification.Therefore if I know not the meaning of the

voice, I shall be unto him that speaketh a barbarian, and he that speaketh shall be a barbarian

unto me. I Corinthians 14:9–11.The second phone rings. Daniel has to decide to disengage

from the first caller. Someone else should be there, but even saints can be tardy.“Help me.”“If I

can.”“Help me.”“I hope I can.”“I’ve done wrong.”“Tell me, I’ll listen.”Silence.“I’m here simply to

listen. You can tell me anything. That’s what I’m for.”“I can’t. I don’t think I can. I made a

mistake, I’m sorry, I’ll go.”“Don’t go. It might help you to tell me.”He is a man playing a hooked

creature in the dark depths on a long dark line. It gasps and twists.“I had to get out, you see. I

had to get out. I thought I had to get out. Every day that was what I thought.”“Many of us

do.”“But we don’t—but we don’t—do what I did.”“Tell me. I’ll simply listen.”“I’ve not told anybody.

Not for a whole year, a whole year is probably what it is, I’ve lost count. It might kill me to tell

anyone, I might just be—nothing, I am nothing.”“No. You are not nothing. Tell me how you got

out.”“I was making the kiddies’ tea. They were lovely kids, they were—”Tears, hectic gulps.“Your

own kids?”“Yes.” In a whisper. “I was just making bread and butter. I had this big knife. This

sharp big knife.”Daniel’s spine stiffens. He has taught himself not to make imaginary faces or

places for the voices; that has led to errors; he unmakes a cramped kitchen, a tight-lipped

face.“And?” he says.“I don’t know what come over me. I stood and just looked at everything,

the bread, and the butter, and the cooker, and the dirty dishes, and that knife, and I just

became someone else.”“And?”“And I put down the knife, and I didn’t say anything, I just went

and got my coat and my handbag, I didn’t even say, ‘I’m just going out for a minute or two,’ I just

went out of the front door quietly and shut it behind me. And I went on walking a long time. And.

And I never went back. The little one was in his high-chair. He might have fallen over or

anything might have happened. I just never went back.”“Did you get in touch after? With your

husband? Do you have a husband?”“I did, yes. I do have a husband, I suppose. I didn’t get in

touch. No. I couldn’t. You see I couldn’t.”“Do you want me to help you to get in touch?”“No.”

Quickly. “No, no, no, no, no. I’d die, I’d die. I’ve done wrong. I’ve done terrible wrong.”“Yes,” says

Daniel. “But I wouldn’t say it couldn’t be helped.”“I’ve said it now. Thank you. I think I’ll go

now.”“I think I can help, I think you need help—”“I don’t know. I’ve done wrong. I’ll go.”St.



Simeon’s is not in use as a parish church. It stands in a grimy courtyard, and has a heavy,

square mediaeval tower, now surrounded by a bristling cage of scaffolding. The old church was

enlarged in the eighteenth century and again in the nineteenth century, and was partly

demolished by bombing in the Second World War. The Victorian nave was always too high and

gaunt for its width, and this effect is emphasised by the fact that it has been only partly rebuilt,

inside its old shell. It once had gaudy nineteenth-century stained glass, of no particular merit,

depicting Noah’s Ark and the story of the Flood on one side, and the stories of the raising of

Lazarus, the appearance of the risen Christ at Emmaus and the tongues of fire descending at

Whitsuntide, on the other. All these windows were sucked in by bomb blasts, leaving heaps of

brilliant blackened fragments strewn in the aisles. A devout glazier in the congregation

undertook to rebuild the windows, after the war, using the broken lights, but he was not able, or

even willing, to reconstitute the narratives as they had been. What he made was a coloured

mosaic of purple and gold constellations, of rivers of grass green and blood red, of hummocks

of burned amber and clouded, smoke-stained, once-clear glass. It was too sad, he told the

Vicar, to put the pictures together all smashed, with gaping holes. He thought it should all be

bright and cheerful, and added modern glass here and there, making something abstract yet

suggestive, with faces of giraffes and peacocks and leopards staring at odd angles out of red

drapery, with white wings divided by sea blue and sky blue, angels and antediluvian storks and

doves mingling with pentecostal flames. The peaks of Mount Ararat balance on a heap of

smoky rubble, amongst which are planks of the Ark at all angles. Dead Lazarus’s bound jaw

has survived and one of his stiff white hands; both make a kind of wheel with the hand

breaking bread at Emmaus and a hammering Ark-builder’s hand. Parts of the primal rainbow

flash amongst blue-and-white wave-crests.Virginia (Ginnie) Greenhill clatters down on high

heels. She explains about late buses and bad-tempered queues. No problem, says Daniel. She

offers him tea, shortbread, comfort. She has a sweet face, round, with round glasses resting on

round pink cheeks and a mouth arched upwards. She settles in her own armchair—hers does

not spin—and spreads out an expanse of complicated Fair Isle, oatmeal and emerald. Her

needles click. Daniel is drowsy. His telephone rings.“Remember there is no God.”“So you have

said before.”“And because there is no God, do as thou wilt shall be the whole of the law.”“So

you have also said before.”“If you knew what that meant. If you really knew. You would not

sound so complacent.”“I hope that is not how I sound.”“You sound stolid, you sound blinkered,

you sound one-dimensional.”“You never let me say much, to sound anything.”“You are not

supposed to mind that. You are supposed to listen to what I have to say to you.”“I do listen.”“I

abuse you. You don’t respond. I can hear you turning your other cheek. You are a Christian

parson or person. I waste your time. You waste your own time, since there is no God. Homo

homini deus est, homo homini lupus est and you are the dog in the fable with his neck worn

bare by the dog-collar, wouldn’t you agree?”“You want me to dislike you,” says Daniel,

carefully.“You do dislike me. I can hear it in your voice. I have heard it before. I tell you that God

is dead, and you dislike me.”“I listen to you, God or no God.”“And you haven’t once told me I

must be very unhappy, which is very clever of you, since I am not.”“I am reserving judgement,”

says Daniel grimly.“So just, so restrained, not a fool.”“The fool hath said in his heart, there is no

God.”“So I am a fool?”“No. I just said that, because it seemed to fit. I couldn’t resist it. Count it

unsaid, if you like.”“Do you wear a dog-collar?”“Under a thick jumper. Like many these

days.”“Bonhomie. Anomie. I waste your time. I am a waste of time. I occupy your line with God

when other fools stuffed with Seconal or dripping gore may be trying to get through.”“Just

so.”“They are nothing, if there is no God.”“I’ll be the judge of that.”“It is my calling to call you and

tell you there is no God. One day you will hear me, and understand what I say.”“You don’t know



what I understand. You are making me up.”“I’ve riled you. You will learn—slowly, because you

aren’t very bright—I go on until I have riled you, because it is your job, your calling, not to be

riled, but in the end I can rile you. Aren’t you going to ask me why I need to rile you?”“No. I can

ask myself. And I’m too riled. Satisfied?”“You think I am childish. I am not.”“I’m no expert in

childishness.”“Ah, you are riled. I’ll go. Until next time.”“As you will,” says Daniel, who is indeed

riled. “Steelwire,” says Ginny Greenhill. She has given this name to the death-of-god-monger,

because of his voice, a clear BBC twang, a produced voice, plangent and metallic.“Steelwire,”

says Daniel. “He says he wants to rile me and he does. I can’t work out why he goes on

calling.”“He won’t usually talk to me. It’s you he likes. He just tells me there is no God and rings

off. I say, yes dear, or something inane, and he rings off. I’ve no idea if he’s upset, or malicious,

or what. Down here, I suppose, we are likely to over-react, to suspect someone who merely

wants to rile you, of being desperate, even if he isn’t. We see the underside of the world, I

suppose.”Her needles tap. Her voice is comfortable, like honey and toast. She is in her fifties,

and unmarried. She does not invite questions about her private life. She once managed a

corset shop, Daniel knows, and now lives perhaps off a small private income and a pension.

She is a devout Christian and finds Steelwire harder to take than masturbators in phone-

booths.Canon Holly comes down the stairs as Ginnie Greenhill answers another call.“No, we’re

here to help, whatever the problem, you might shock me of course, but I do doubt it—”Canon

Holly takes the third chair and watches Daniel write in the log.4.15–4.45. Steelwire. There is no

God, as usual. Daniel.“Any idea what he’s up to?” The Canon inserts a cigarette into a cracked

amber holder and puffs smoke towards Daniel. He moves around in a cloud of smoke-scent,

like a bloater.“No,” says Daniel. “Same message, same style. He set out to irritate, and did. It’s

possible he’s really upset because there’s no God, or God is dead.”“Theological despair as a

motive for suicide.”“It’s been known.”“Indeed.”“But I think he’s too gabby to be suicidal. I wonder

what he does all day and night. He rings at all times.”“Time will reveal,” says the Canon.“It

doesn’t always,” says Daniel, who has had one or two nasty experiences, hearing desperate

voices subside into meaningless babble and the burring of an empty telephone, or rise more

and more shrilly before the sudden severing of the link across the air.Or it might begin with the

beginning of the book that was to cause so much trouble, but was then only scribbled heaps of

notes, and a swarm of scenes, imagined and re-imagined.Chapter I Of the Foundation of

BabbletowerWhen the blissful dawn of the Revolution had darkened to the red light of Terror,

when the paving-stones of the city shifted on flesh and oozed blood in their interstices, when

the streaming blade rose and fell busily all day and the thick sweet smell of butchery flared in

all men’s nostrils, a small band of free spirits left the City separately, at night, in haste and

secrecy. They wore various well-studied disguises, and had made their preparations well in

advance, sending supplies secretly and ordering horses and carriages to be made ready at

lonely farms, by those they could trust—for there was trust in some, even in those dark days.

When they were gathered in the farmyard they seemed a ramshackle crew of rusty surgeons

and filthy beggars, stolid peasants and milkmaids. In the farmyard those who seemed to be the

leaders, or at least in charge of the plan of action, described the coming journey, across plains

and through forests, always skirting large towns and villages, as far as the border of the land,

where they would cross into a neighbouring mountainous country and make their way to the

hidden valley, beyond the white-capped fangs of the mountains, where one of their number,

Culvert, had a sequestered property, La Tour Bruyarde, which could be reached only across a

narrow wooden bridge between two lines of peaks, across a dark and lifeless chasm.They

must travel fast, and circumspectly, never trusting anyone they met on the road, save certain

helpers at posting stages, and in certain lonely inns and hamlets, who could be recognised by



certain secret signs, a blue flower at a certain angle in the hatband, an eagle feather in a tuft of

cock feathers. If they all came safely to their destination—as it was most vigorously to be

hoped they would—they would be able to set up their own small society in true freedom, far

from rhetoric, fanaticism and Terror.So they travelled, through a press of dangers and menaces

which will not be recounted here, but left to the imagination, for this story concerns itself not

with the troubled world they left behind, but with the new world they meant so hopefully to

build, if not for all men, since that hope had failed, then for these select few.They did not all

arrive. Two young men were caught by the military and pressed into the Army, from which they

had much ado to escape a year later. One old man was knifed by an older woman as he rested

in his sweat in a ditch and closed his eyes for sheer weariness. Three young women were

caught and raped by a rabble of peasants, though they were well disguised as pox-ridden

crones. When their young, smooth flesh was discovered under their artfully tattered clothing,

they were raped again for their deceitfulness, and again for their sweetness and softness, and

yet again, upon compulsion, so that they no longer had force to beg for mercy or tears to run

down their blubbered cheeks, and then again, and so they died, of suffocation, of fear, of

despair, who knows, or who knows if they thought it a merciful release. Their fate was never

known by those more fortunate who came to the hidden tower, though rumours of it were rife

on the roads. But in those days, so many were undone, these deaths were not remarkable.The

group who gathered on the crest of Mount Clytie, before making the crossing on the wooden

bridge, might fairly have been thought remarkable. They were mud-stained and dishevelled,

thinner after the privations of their journey, but full of vigour, their blood beating fiercely with

renewed hope. They could not see La Tour Bruyarde (only one of the names of the place) from

where they stood, but they were assured by their leader that once across the bridge and over

the last natural bastion, they would behold a possible site for an earthly Paradise, a plain

watered by swift streams and meandering brooks, in which was a wooded Mount or Mound on

which stood their new home, on a site where his own family, throughout the ages, had always

had a fortress-retreat.This leader, though of noble birth, went by the name of Culvert, since it

was a condition of their society that their names should be newly chosen, to signify

relinquishment of the old world, and new beginnings in the new. His chief companion was the

Lady Roseace. They were a beautiful pair, in the first strength of confident manhood and

womanhood. Culvert was above the common height, broad shouldered but lithe; he wore his

hair, which was black and gleaming, longer than was fashionable, and it fell in great negligent

tresses on his shoulders. His face was strong and smiling, with a full red mouth, both firm and

sensuous, and dark eyes under decisive brows. Roseace was slender but full-breasted, and

pressed her saddle with firm but ample buttocks. Her hair was also worn freely over her

shoulders, though she had only considered it safe to release it from her hood since they came

to the summit of Mount Clytie, and she now tossed her head a little from sheer pleasure at the

breezy clarity of the air and the empty spaces of rock, snow and green vegetation spread

below her. Her face was thoughtful and imperious, her lips firmly arched and her winged brows

drawn in a habitual questioning frown. She had in her young life been destined by her parents

for an uncongenial husband, and by the Revolutionary Powers for denunciation, summary trial

and rapid execution, but she had escaped both parents and gaolers with equal resourcefulness

and ruthlessness. On the day when this narrative begins her golden hair was curling and

tangled and her skin lightly veiled with a powdering of dust, amongst which glistened diamond

drops of sweat.Other members of the assembled company were the young Narcisse, pale,

gentle and hardly more than a boy, full of tremulous self-doubt and sudden starts of eagerness;

the careful Fabian, who had shared Culvert’s student freedoms and had been a voice of



caution in his wilder enterprises; and an older man, who called himself Turdus Cantor, and was

wrapped in a heavy cloak, appearing to find the mountain air, even in the fresh sunlight, chill.

Fabian’s brave wife, Mavis, was there, and with them were their three children, newly named

Florian, Florizel and Felicitas. More children had set out, two families with their own young and

orphaned cousins, but these were not expected to reach the bridge for a few days, since their

journey was necessarily slower. Three younger women, clustered together and speaking in low

voices, were the raven-haired Mariamne and the palely glimmering twin girls, Coelia and

Cynthia. There were also the servants in charge of carts and pack animals—of these, who

were appointed to become companions with the rest, once their destination was reached, more

will be told at a later date.Culvert looked around him, and laughed, and said:“So far we have

come, through risk and dread, and now we shall enter into the possession of our own lives and

our own ways of living. La Tour Bruyarde, where you will be received, had lapsed into disuse in

my grandfather’s time. Its stones were plundered for the walls of barns and chapels, its halls

were empty and the vines were creeping through the broken windows. But much work has

been done, many suites and chambers have been restored, the necessary offices are in order,

although as you will soon see, the building work will continue above our heads, to make all

more secure and harmonious.“All of you, I think, know something of my plans in making our

retreat here. I wish our new lives to be an experiment in freedom—freedom in large things, in

education, in government of our society, in shared labour, in the life of the mind and the life of

the passions. Attention will be paid to things that may appear to be lesser things—art, dress,

food, the decoration of our living quarters, the cultivation of our plants and trees. These will all

be debated amongst us and made new in ways now only partly to be imagined, as we live our

passionate and reasonable lives with goodwill. Petty restrictions will be done away with. New

combinations will be instituted. Those who desire one thing greatly shall be satisfied, and so

shall those who wish to flutter like butterflies from flower to flower.“When we and our fellow

labourers have crossed this bridge, and when Damian and Samuel have waited here another

seven days in hope of the wagon with the children, and other straggling companions, we shall

take axes and cut the supports away from the bridge, which will render us unassailable from

this direction, from where our danger comes.”“Will it,” asked Fabian, “render us also unable to

escape from this valley?”“We hope no one will ever wish to escape. But also of course no one

should be prevented—we are designing a community of entire freedom—and to the south

there are narrow passes through the mountains and ways in which, with difficulties no greater

than we have just faced, anyone might come out. But I hope we shall all be living in such

pleasure, and delight, and mutual usefulness, that such wishes would be far indeed from your

thoughts.”“Far indeed,” said Roseace, smiling, and spurring on her horse to be the first to set

foot on the bridge. So they passed over in safety, some averting their eyes from the giddy

chasm below, in which a sullen torrent roared over sharp black basalt, dimmed by stream and

spray, forever out of reach of the direct warmth of the sun. Fabian clasped his young son to his

breast so that the boy should not look down, but the boy’s sister gazed about her in all

directions fearless and laughing. And so, talking animatedly of the haven they were so soon to

see and enter, the company entered the rocky defile which would open on the Valley of

Faisans. Frederica seems set on coming into the wood, where Hugh is, rather than inviting him

over to her side. She hands the boy into Hugh’s hands and comes down quickly herself,

rejecting assistance. She is as thin as ever, her sharp face still bony.They wander along the

paths between the trees. They do not know how to talk to each other. Once they met daily and

discussed everything, Plato, the tanks in Budapest, Mallarmé, Suez, metre. This makes it

harder, not easier, to ask for narratives of the six years that have passed. They mention old



friends. Alan is teaching art history at the Samuel Palmer School of Art, Hugh says. He thinks

he is also writing a few articles. He travels to Italy. Tony is doing rather well as a freelance

journalist. He even does some television. Hugh himself is still writing, yes, he is still writing, it is

the poetry that matters, he tells Frederica, who makes an affirmative noise, nodding her

scarfed head, staring down at beech mast. He makes his living teaching, he says, but he would

like not to. A publisher has offered him some reading, but it would only be for a pittance. Poets

can only expect pittances, says Hugh Pink to Frederica, who makes the same, slightly

suffocated, affirmative noise. She does not ask about Raphael Faber, whose poetry-reading

group they once both attended. Hugh tells her that Raphael’s poem “Lübeck Bells” has been

published. He says it is much admired by those who can see what it is.“I know,” says

Frederica.“Do you still see Raphael?” asks Hugh innocently. Hugh was in love with Frederica

and Frederica was in love with Raphael, but that was in what seems to him in this wood

another country, another time, his youth, which is already gone.“Oh no,” says Frederica. “I’ve

lost touch with everyone from that time.”“You were writing for Vogue,” says Hugh, who had

found that almost as odd as this manifestation in jodhpurs and jacket. Frederica was

intellectually stylish but hardly part of the world of consumer delights and chic gossip.“I did for

a bit. Before I married.”Hugh waits. He waits for an account of Frederica’s marriage.She says,

“My sister was killed. I don’t know if you knew. And I married Nigel not long after, and Leo was

born, and I was quite ill, for a bit. You don’t realise at first, Hugh, what a death is going to do to

you.”Hugh asks about the death. He did not know Frederica’s sister, who was older than

Frederica, had also been at Cambridge, he believed, but had lived in Yorkshire, where

Frederica came from. He could not remember Frederica talking much about a sister. She had

always seemed to be a kind of solitary, one-off creature, fierce and striving.Frederica tells him

about her sister’s death. He realises that this narrative is practised, this is the way she has

found it convenient—possible—to tell it. Her sister, she says, was married to a vicar and had

two small children. And the cat brought in a bird, a sparrow, which took refuge under the

refrigerator, and her sister had pulled it out and reached under it, and the fridge was not

properly earthed. She was very young, says Frederica. Afterwards, she says wryly, we all

suffered from shock. Shock waves, she says grimly. Waves and waves of shock. How terrible,

says Hugh Pink, prevented from imagining by Frederica’s matter-of-fact tone.“And Nigel looked

after me. I’d never needed looking after before, but Nigel looked after me.”“I didn’t know

Nigel.”“He was around. He wasn’t at Cambridge, he just visited. His name’s Reiver, the family

have a house, an old house, Bran House, just over those fields, those are their fields, over that

stile.”They walk on. The boy holds Frederica’s hand. He shuffles dead leaves with quick

kicks.“Look, Leo,” says Frederica. “Conkers. Over there.”One or two gleam, polished ruddy-

brown, through split spiked green balls lined with creamy-white. They lie in a drift of chestnut

leaves, in a hollow.“Go and get them,” says Frederica. “We always used to be so excited when

we found any. We didn’t often, local boys had always combed the ground first. They threw

stones at the branches, to bring them down. They were a great event. Every year. I never used

to make holes and fight with them. Boys did, but I just kept them until they were dull and

shrivelled, and then I threw them out. Every year.”The boy pulls at Frederica’s hand. He will not

gather the conkers without her. He pulls, and she follows, picking them up amongst the dead

leaves and offering them to him—“humbly” is the word that comes to Hugh Pink.Hugh says to

Leo, “Do you like to put strings through them?”The boy does not answer.“He’s like his father,”

says Frederica. “He doesn’t talk much.”“You don’t,” says the boy. “You don’t talk much.”“When

your mother and I were friends, before,” says Hugh Pink, “when we were younger, she never

stopped talking.”Frederica straightens herself jerkily and begins to walk again, leaving the other



two amongst the conkers. Hugh’s foot uncovers a monster, a solid glistening globe, bursting its

cape. He offers it to Leo, who hands him Frederica’s offerings, in order to inspect this. Hugh

says, “I’ve got a little bag here I had sandwiches in. You could put them all in there, to carry

them.”“I could,” says Leo. “Thanks.”He drops the chestnuts solemnly into Hugh’s bag, hands it

back to Hugh, and puts up his hand to be held. Hugh takes it. He cannot think of anything else

to say. Leo says, “Come to tea in my house, now.”“Your mummy hasn’t asked me.”“Come to

tea.”They catch up with Frederica.“This man,” says Leo. “This man is coming to tea, in my

house.”“That would be nice,” says Frederica. “Come to tea, Hugh. It isn’t far.”Once this is

agreed, the boy suddenly appears to feel free to run about, and begins to make little journeys

into the undergrowth, pocketing feathers, shells, and a tuft of fur. Hugh says, “You’ve done a lot

of living, Frederica. Real things have happened to you.”“Having things happen to you and

living” says Frederica. She begins again. “They aren’t the same thing. I suppose they must be

the same thing. I used to be so sure about living. I wanted.”The sentence has no object and no

end, apparently.They climb the stile, and cross into the afternoon fields, where a heavy white

horse is grazing, where a bird is singing in a thorn bush, where Hugh trips on a molehill and

rights himself. He has a feeling he can’t find words for, although it is to do with his poetry. It is a

feeling he thinks of as the English feeling, though in fact it may be simply a human feeling

about death. It is a brief knowledge of his own temporary body, all the soft slippery dark

organs, all the minute interlocking bones, all the snaking, fizzing, prickling veins and nerves. It

is the knowledge that he is inside this skin, and it is intensely pleasurable because it always

goes with a sense of the huge sweep and intricacy and age of what is outside hair, skin,

eyeballs, nostrils, lips and the helix of the ear. It is the irrational pleasure of a creature in the

fact that its surroundings were there long before its own appearance, and will be there long

after. It was not a possible pleasure, Hugh thinks, before he had lived a certain time, before the

repeated crossings of local earth, in his case England, had become part of the form of the soft

pale mass in his skull, part of the active knowledge of his sight and smell and taste. You cannot

have this particular pleasure in living, Hugh tells himself, before you have begun to know you

are dying. He thinks it tends to come in this sort of landscape—bitten grass, exposed stones,

bush, tree, hill, horizon—because generations of his ancestors, thousands and millions of

years before towns and cities, and still after, have had this sense in this sort of place. The cells

remember it, Hugh thinks. Every inch of this turf has absorbed, he supposes, knuckle-bones

and heart-strings, fur and nails, blood and lymph. There are equally strong feelings in cities,

which also turn the mind like whirlpools, but not this one, which is essentially green, and blue,

and grey. The thing which can flash into the brain a memory of this thing is the repeated

reading of words which, like turf and stones, are part of the matter of the mind: the Immortality

Ode, say, the Nightingale, Shakespeare’s sonnets. There again the pleasure of the sense of

one’s own vanishing briefness—Hugh stumbles—is part of the pleasure in the durable

words.Sometimes he fears this feeling is no longer general, that few in his world would

recognise it, and those who did would be suspicious, would call it stock response, silly pastoral.

But still the smell of the earth, the moving lips of the horse in the grass, the tree’s black twigs

on the grey air, move him, living and dying.He says none of this. He picks himself up and walks

onwards. He watches Frederica’s son, trudging sturdily across the pasture. He tries to

remember what it was like to be so small, to have the sense that years are very nearly infinite,

other seasons unimaginably far away, as they would be to a man on a planet that took half a

lifetime to circle its sun.• • •Beyond the next gate, over the brow of the meadow, is Bran

House. Hugh Pink sees that it does indeed have a moat, not metaphorical, behind which is a

high encircling wall, inside which are a tiled roof and Tudor chimney pots. The wall is both blank



and beautiful, made of old, soft red bricks, crumbling here and there, encrusted with mosses

and lichens, stonecrop and houseleeks, ivy-leaved toadflax and wild snapdragons. Branches—

fruit trees, a cedar in the distance—rear above the wall.“How beautiful,” says Hugh.“It is,” says

Frederica.“What a place for Leo to grow up,” says Hugh, still thinking of his “English” feeling.“I

know,” says Frederica. “I know it is a wonderful place.”“We go in through the orchard,” says the

child, running on ahead. Round a corner is a humped wooden bridge, over the moat, and a

door in the wall.As they go through the trees, Hugh says, “I never thought of you as the

mistress of a country house.”“Nor did I,” says Frederica.“Only connect,” says Hugh vaguely,

thinking of Margaret Schlegel at Howards End. The phrase itself produces a renewed wash or

swoop of English feeling.“Don’t say that,” says Frederica, sounding more like the woman he

once knew than she has done all afternoon. Leo is busy wiping his boots on a bootscraper. A

door opens, and a woman appears, middle-aged, in woollen stockings and tongued brogues,

who takes him in, an arm around his shoulder, telling him it is tea-time.“This is Pippy

Mammott,” says Frederica. “Pippy, this is my friend Hugh Pink. We were at university together.

Leo invited him to tea.”“I’ll put out more cups,” says Pippy Mammott. She strides off, holding

Leo’s hand. Hugh and Frederica cross a tiled hall, past a turning square staircase, into a

drawing-room, with window-seats and comfy sofas.“They’ll bring tea,” says Frederica. “They’ll

bring Leo. Nigel isn’t here. He’s working, I suppose. He works for his uncle’s shipping business,

he goes off for days or weeks and comes back.”“And you,” says Hugh. “What do you do?”“What

does it look as though I do?”“I don’t know, Frederica. When I last saw you you were all flaming

and ferocious. You were going to be the first woman Fellow of King’s and have your own TV

programme and write something—in some new form—”They have not sat down. Frederica is

staring out of the window. Two women come into the room and are introduced to Hugh as Olive

and Rosalind Reiver, Nigel’s sisters. The tea is brought on a trolley, and handed about by Pippy

Mammott. Olive and Rosalind sit side by side on a sofa covered with pink and silver-green

blowsy blooms printed on linen. They are square, dark women, with strong bones, and

shadows on their upper lips. They wear comfortable jumpers, one oatmeal, one olive, tweed

skirts and opaque stockings over strong, shapely legs. Their eyes are like Leo’s, large, dark

and lustrous, under heavy dark brows. They ask Hugh Pink all the questions Frederica has not

asked. What does he do, where does he live, is he married, doesn’t he love their beautiful part

of the country, how can he bear to live in a city with the stench and the crowds and the

machines, would he like to see the grounds, the home farm? Hugh says he is on a walking

holiday and is a long way from his next stopping place. Olive and Rosalind say they can run

him over in no time in the Land Rover, and Hugh says, no, that is not the point of a walking-

tour, and he must be on his way soon, now, before the light goes. They accept this without

demur. They say he is very right to stick to his project, they approve of that, they say, there is

no way as good as walking to see the real country. Pippy Mammott hands out scones, slices of

cake, tea, more tea. The boy ferries between his mother and his aunts, showing things first to

one, then the other. Pippy Mammott takes his hand and says it is time to go, now. Leo says, “I

want to stay here,” but is led away. “Say good-bye to Mr. Pink,” says Pippy Mammott. “Good-

bye,” says the boy, not bashfully.Hugh decides he ought to go. It is true about the light and he

feels he ought to go. Frederica sees him to the door, and then walks out with him down the

long drive to the front gate, to set him on his way.“Do you come to London, ever?”“Not really. I

used to. It didn’t work out.”“You should come and see us all. Alan and Tony. Me. We miss

you.”“You could write. You could write about poetry.”“Try and come. You seem to have lots of

help—”“It isn’t help.”She stands awkwardly, helpless. He wonders if he can kiss her. He doesn’t

exactly want to. Her old restless energy is in abeyance and with it her sexual sharpness. He



puts his arms rather suddenly round her and brushes his face with hers. She flinches and

stiffens and then hugs him fiercely.“I’m glad you were there in that wood. You will keep in touch,

Hugh—”“Of course,” says Hugh.The telephone babbles and quacks and purrs. Ginnie Greenhill

tells, “Sex is so much a matter of how you feel about yourself. Oh, I know there are ideas about

what is normally attractive, normal proportions as you put it, of course, yes, I do know

—”Babble, quack, purr, babble, a series of plosives inside the black shell.“No, I’m not

underestimating repulsion, of course it exists, it would be silly to underestimate it. But on the

other hand there’s such a variety of people around, such curiosity and goodwill—”Canon Holly

examines Daniel’s log.3.00–3.30. Woman who dare not go out of her room. No name, London

voice, said she will call again. Daniel.3.30–4.05. Unnamed caller, left home and children on

impulse a year ago, she says. Northern voice. “I have done wrong.” Reacted strongly against

suggestion we might get in touch with family. Daniel.4.15–4.45. Steelwire. There is no God, as

usual. Daniel.Canon Holly lights another cigarette. He is in his late fifties, handsome in a lean,

long-faced, lined way, like a well-bred horse, with deepset eyes and long strong teeth, nicotine-

stained. He is interested in Steelwire but has never picked up one of his calls. He himself is an

expert on God. He has written a successful and controversial book called Within God Without

God and has been seen on the television, supporting the Bishop of Woolwich and Honest to

God. Within God Without God argues in a riddling and witty way that to lose the comfortable

Old Man Up There, or for that matter the Friend of Little Children wandering amiably in the

pastures beyond the stars, was to discover a Force which made all men Incarnate Words,

Incarnate Souls, as Christ had shown. Godwithin, the Canon wrote, had not made us fearfully

and wonderfully as a craftsman might pinch and poke a ball of inanimate dirt or clay. He made

us much more fearfully and wonderfully because He was the inherent Intelligence in the first

protozoa clinging together in the primal broth, because He had grown with us and still grew

with us, He grew and divided in every cell of our growing and dividing body from egg to fertile

parents. He was and is as Dylan Thomas has so beautifully put it, “the force that through the

green fuse drives the flower.”Daniel is not sure how far Canon Holly’s theological position

differs from atheism or pantheism. He himself is temperamentally no theologian, only an

instinctively religious man who is no longer sure what that word, “religious,” means. He

suspects also that his own position does not differ from that of Canon Holly. He sees that the

Canon’s thought works in a Christian framework of prayer, biblical references, ritual and

theology, and that these things are part of the Canon’s liveliness, his personal history, his self.

Daniel is a watchful man. He thinks the Canon would shrivel if he were obliged to follow his

own reasoning, his own metaphors, outside the walls, so to speak, of the Church, the singing,

the ritual, the imposed duties. Daniel thinks also that he himself would not shrivel. Perhaps,

given his very shaky assent to almost all the doctrines of his Church, he ought to go and live

and work outside it. He stays, partly, because he needs the impersonality of the absolute

requirement of virtue. He needs to be required, for instance, to be patient with Steelwire. This

kind of work—without the impersonal sanction—becomes something different, more self-

indulgent, something unnatural and perhaps unwholesome.Within the walls, Canon Holly’s

sense of God working in all his cells like yeast gives him a bounding energy, at once touching

and irritating. He is a founder-member of a group called Psychoanalysts in Christ, and has

written a second book, Our Passions Christ’s Passion, on sexuality and religion, drawing

extensively on Freud and Jung, anthropologists and religious historians, William Blake, William

James, St. Teresa of Avila, and St. John of the Cross. This book has had an even greater

success than Within God Without God and has raised questions amongst the Church

hierarchy, who wisely diverted him, along with Daniel, who was then recovering from a kind of



breakdown, to the counselling centre, combined with a branch of the Listeners, in St. Simeon’s.

Canon Holly loves the work, he loves the callers, he loves Daniel and Ginnie and all the others.

He listens to the incoming calls with an open-mouthed total attention, alert, shining-eyed, every

sinew straining to leap into help, participation, communion. It is the sort of enthusiasm of which

the Listeners have to be shrewdly suspicious. But it works. Daniel sees it at work, he hears the

Canon’s slightly husky voice urge on the hesitant:“Go on, you needn’t be afraid. Tell me, tell

me, I cannot be shocked, I do assure you.” Daniel sees that help is given and received. But he

would not bring his own problems to Canon Holly. He would sooner set them out before Ginnie

Greenhill’s bland smile and comfortable nod. Ginnie Greenhill does not need, as far as he can

see, to be told anyone’s troubles, and yet she comes to listen. He has no idea why she does.

He has not asked. He believes that a certain distance between them makes their work

easier.Ginnie Greenhill puts down the telephone with a little sigh.“Another masturbator?”

enquires Canon Holly.“Not exactly. I didn’t like this one. He’s taken to following a girl from his

work everywhere she goes. He says he’s full right up of her, he’s bursting with her, he doesn’t

sleep for the idea of her. He wants her to notice him but he knows he repels her.”“Does he?”

asks Canon Holly.“I could answer, How do I know? Judging from my own reactions I’d say I

imagine he does, yes. People usually do if they think they do, don’t they? You get more

mistakes in the other direction. Though I remember one man who came here after weeks of

going on about his awfulness and he was a big handsome brute who only needed to lose a few

pounds and hold his head up. Odd how people see themselves.”“You handled him well,” says

the Canon, savouring the handling. “Real warmth, no false promises.”He brings out a letter

from the Bishop in answer to an idea of his own for a sexual therapy workshop in St. Simeon’s.

Problems could be pooled, and professional advice given to unprofessional helpers. Ginnie

Greenhill makes tea for all of them, and observes that in her view a money-management

workshop would be just as helpful to a large number of callers.“To listen to you, Ginnie dear,”

says the Canon, “one would think you were a frightful prude, ready to shy away from the first

hint of bodily passion or misery. And one would be quite wrong, because I’ve heard you

dispensing perfect acceptance and common sense to the most hurting and hurtful

people.”Ginnie’s knitting needles tap rhythmically. She bends her head over her wool. She says,

“I do think, Canon, that the modern Church does somehow seem to be about sex, that does

seem to be what it cares about, if I may say so.”The Canon is bright with glee. He lights another

cigarette and sucks greedily.“The Church has always been about sex, dear, that’s what the

problem is. Religion has always been about sex. Mostly about denying sex and rooting it out,

and people who are trained to deny something and root it out become obsessed with it, it

becomes unnaturally monstrous, that’s why current moves to be more accepting and

celebratory about our sexuality are so exciting—we may work with this force and not against it

—”“I thought,” says Ginnie Greenhill, “that religion was about God, and about death. About how

to live with the idea of death, that’s what I thought it was.”And death too, the Canon begins on a

run, what is death but part of sex, the germ cell is immortal but the sexually divided individual

is doomed, it is sex that brought death into the world …The telephone rings. The Canon leans

forward.“This is the Listeners. Can I help you?“Yes, he’s here. I’ll fetch him. One moment. Don’t

go away.”He hands the receiver to Daniel, his hand cupped over the mouthpiece, holding in

wisps of bitter smoke. “One of yours.”“Yes. This is Daniel. Who is that?”“This is Ruth. Do you

remember me, I used to come to the Young Christians, with Jacqueline, when you were up

here, in Yorkshire?”He has a vision of her, pale oval clear-cut face, heavy-lidded eyes, the long

solid plait of pale hair falling between her shoulders.“Of course I remember you. Can I help?”“I

rang to say I think you ought to come. Mary’s had an accident, she’s unconscious in Calverley



Hospital. Her grandmother’s with her, she’s by the bed. I work in the Children’s Ward, I think

you know that, I said I’d find you.”Daniel is without words. He sees dancing mounds and

hollows of egg-boxes humping like earthquakes.“Are you there, Daniel?”“Yes.” His mouth is dry.

“What happened to her?”“She has a head injury. She was found in the playground. Some other

little girl may have run into her, we don’t know, she couldn’t have fallen off anything, from where

she was.“Are you there, Daniel?”He cannot speak. Ruth’s little voice, as used as his own to

dispensing comfort, says, “She’ll almost certainly be all right, the wound’s in the front of the

head, not the back, and that’s good. The skull’s stronger there. But I thought you’d want to

know, you’d want to be here.”“Yes,” says Daniel. “Yes of course. I’ll come right away. I’ll get a

train and come straight there, tell them all I’ll come straight there. Thank you, Ruth.”“She’s in

the best place,” says the far-away voice. “She’ll be cared for as well as possible, you know.”“I

know. I’ll see you soon.”He puts down the phone and sits staring into the cubicle, a heavy man,

shaking.“Can we help?” says Canon Holly.“My child’s been hurt. In Yorkshire. I’ve got to

go.”“You need hot sweet tea,” says Ginnie. “Which you shall have. And the Canon will get King’s

Cross about trains, won’t you? Do you know what happened, Daniel?”“No. They don’t seem to

know. She was found in the playground. I must go.”The Canon has dialled and is listening to the

burring tone.“How old is she?”“Eight,” says Daniel.He never talks about his children, and Holly

and Ginnie never ask. They know his wife was killed accidentally and that he has children in

Yorkshire, living with grandparents. He visits them, they know that, but he does not talk about

these visits. Ginnie brings more tea and sweet biscuits—sugar for shock is one of their stocks-

in-trade. The Canon suddenly begins to write down train times. At least, Ginnie says, Daniel

has only a few minutes’ walk to King’s Cross, he can buy a toothbrush somewhere on the way.

She asks practically about the child’s state.“She’s not conscious. They say she’ll almost

certainly be all right, I expect they mean that, they’d be careful what they say, wouldn’t

they?”“They would have to, yes.”“She’s only a little thing,” says Daniel.But he cannot see Mary’s

face, conscious or unconscious. He sees Stephanie, his wife, lying on the kitchen floor, with her

lip pulled back over damp teeth. This is who he is, the man who looked at that face. This is

what she is, a terrible face; this sight persists in his brain. This is her after-life. He is hunted

through his waking life by that face, he has developed the cunning of a hunted creature who

twists and darts to avoid anything in the passages of the brain that might trigger, might switch

on, that remembered face. There are words, there are innocent, pleasant memories, there are

smells, there are whole people, whom he avoids with ferocity in case they call up that dead

face. He even paints his dreams with black ink, he clamps his dreaming head with a vice of will,

he never slips into dreaming that face and waking with the memory.He has told himself that

survivors, like himself, quite commonly feel they are dangerous to others, to other survivors. He

does indeed feel that he is dangerous to Will and Mary, his children, though that is not the

whole story, is not the whole reason why they are in Yorkshire and he is here in St. Simeon’s,

under the tower.And now it is as though he has hurled a rock at his small daughter, or pushed

her from a high place.“There’s a train in fourteen minutes,” says Canon Holly, “and another in

an hour and fourteen minutes. You can’t make it in fourteen minutes.”“I can try,” says Daniel. “I

can run.”He sets off up the steps.La Tour Bruyarde must have been almost invulnerable in its

great days, long ago. As the company approached it across the plain and the mountain

meadows that surrounded it, they saw how thick and frowning was its outer wall, crumbled and

breached in many places, here rising proudly, there lying in a dense arrested fall of mossy

blocks crusted on the hillside. Men could be seen on the ramparts and in the clefts, repairing

the structure. They wore brightly coloured singlets, cerise, royal blue, scarlet, which gave their

labours an appearance of cheerfulness. The Lady Roseace imagined she heard them singing,



that a faint hum of musical noise was borne to them on the air.Within the confine of the wall

could be seen not one but many towers, and of all shapes and sizes, as though this citadel had

been put up at random over the ages, all made of the same stone hewn from the same

mountainside, but otherwise startling in their variety, square and conical, simply stolid and

highly decorated, with turrets, with slate cones, with small lancet windows glinting like eyes,

with galleries and turrets, with encrustations of ivy and other creeping life-forms. Many of these

turrets appeared to be either unfinished or partly demolished, it was not always easy to say

which, and the bright patches of colour of the workers’ vests could be seen moving along these

high ledges and opened rooftops. As they rode up the causeway which ascended the Mount or

Mound a thin sound of cheering and welcome could be heard from high above them, and fruit

and flowers were jubilantly thrown under their advancing feet.They rode in between two great

gate-towers, not, as the Lady Roseace had prefigured it to herself, into a central courtyard, but

into a kind of dark tunnel, between walls which might be the sides of buildings or might be solid

rocks, and which wound its way onward into the dark bowels of the place, lit occasionally by

shafts of light in the gloom from high loopholes, and occasionally, at the darkest points, by

lanterns hanging on smoke-blackened hooks from the stone. When they finally emerged they

were in a well-like confine, with layer upon layer of dwellings towering above them, one corridor

upon another, a Baroque balcony abutting a Gothic cloister, a series of classical windows, in

elegantly diminishing proportions as they rose higher, under an unfinished thatched roof that

might have suited a mediaeval byre. Some of the windows shone with myriad coloured lights,

and some were gaping sockets with cracked arches. The sky was far, far away, it seemed to

the Lady Roseace at that moment of arrival, and an intense blue, as the sky is when it is far, far

away, scratched and scribbled on by the fingers and teeth, the stumps and domed skulls of the

roofline.The Living QuartersCulvert led the Lady Roseace into the living quarters prepared for

her. They travelled along many passages, through many doors and arches, up many flights of

stairs and down almost as many, it seemed, so that she was quite amazed by their intricacy.

Her door was hidden behind an embroidered hanging on a wall in a long gallery. She could not

see what was depicted on the hanging, for the light was flickering and fitful, but had the

impression of many heaped limbs energetically writhing, of spherical breasts pointing skywards

and of watermelons, it seemed, bursting open on greensward.Inside, all was rosy light. At first

the Lady Roseace believed that she was in an internal chamber bathed in firelight, and then

she saw that she was in a boudoir whose elegant windows were covered with a veil of

translucent rosy silk, through which the sunlight poured. The room was sparsely furnished—

there was an inlaid escritoire in rosewood, and a prie-dieu in the same wood upholstered in

rose-coloured velvet, the most softly comfortable kneeling place possible to imagine. The rest

of the furnishings were in a more oriental style, low divans, inlaid with ivory, spread with silk

cushions of every size and shape, soft silken carpets woven with Persian roses and pinks and

crimson-tipped daisies, huge soft floating daybeds, inviting languor, and hung with what

appeared in that light to be flesh-coloured sealskins and cashmere shawls and rosy fox-furs.

She ran through into the bed-chamber, which had a high huge bed like a galleon, hung about

with richly embroidered silken curtains and floating with muslins and nets. Everywhere on little

tables and chests were fantastically luminous bottles and flasks, breathing soft perfumes of

flowers and musks. A body—many bodies—might vanish entirely in the soft cushionings and

quiltings of that secret bed.The Lady Roseace walked from room to room, exclaiming and

touching, fingering silks and ivories, tortoise-shells and lustres, satins and furs and feathers.

When she drew back the silk curtain from the window and let in the daylight, the rosy fire died

away in many of the fabrics and artefacts, revealing a new subtlety of snow-whites and creams



and ivories, of northern furs and southern bones and tusks, of silvery threadwork and palest

gold silk quilting.A close inspection would reveal, in time, that this richness was a light covering

over stony coldness and crumbling, that the flagstones were stained and chipped, and the

walls flaking away. But they were covered for now with bravely stiff tapestries and draperies, all

white and rose-red in honour of the Lady Roseace. There was a most exquisite depiction, all in

reds and whites, roses and flesh tints, of the chaste Diana bathing under snowy branches by a

silver spring, and of the lovely young Actaeon, part ruddy youth, part milk-white stag, and all

laced and interlaced with gouts of brilliant crimson blood, which dripped also from the bright

white teeth of the pale hounds, as they reached elegantly for his extended, panting throat …

The Coming of the ChildrenTowards mid-afternoon on the third day the company were

gathered on a great balcony, drinking and discussing what was next to be done towards

increasing the pleasure and fruitfulness of their life together. Serving men and women poured

foaming ale and crimson and golden wine, constantly replenishing beakers and glasses. It had

been decided that there should be no more servants and masters—decided, that was, by the

masters, for the servants had not as yet been informed or consulted about this project—but no

agreement had been reached about the time and manner of this great change in the relations

of the population of the Tower. All that was agreed was that it should be debated fully when the

whole company was gathered together and what had been set in motion could be deemed to

be truly begun.The Lady Roseace and Culvert, Turdus Cantor and Narcisse were all looking

out over the meadows and the plain when the keen-eyed Narcisse detected a movement

amongst the trees at the rim of the bowl of the valley. From that height what emerged from the

dark woody shadows appeared at first to be a slow worm attended by dancing ants, but as it

made its slow way across the meadows it could be seen to be a series of covered carts and

carriages, attended by pricking outriders, and as it came still nearer, all could see that there

were three great covered wagons, each drawn by two bullocks, and, as they came nearer still,

that the bullocks were fantastically decked with garlands and the tips of their horns were gilded.

A cry went up from the courtyards below, “The children, the children are coming,” and the

company waited to glimpse them from above as they paced towards the gatehouse, before

hurrying down flight after flight of staircases to greet them in the inner fastness where their

journey ended.From above, no one could be seen in the swaying wagons, save their drivers, all

of whom were cowled in heavy hooded cloaks, and carried stubby whips with long lashes, such

as were usual in that country to urge on the blundering slow creatures. And indeed the

labouring white flanks were blooded here and there, were scored by encouraging strokes,

which appeared to have no effect on the steady, deliberate pace of the flower-decked beasts.

There was trouble enough getting these ungainly vehicles through the passages to the centre,

if it was the centre, of the Tower, and strange stifled sounds, pitiful lowings and nervous

bellowings reached the ears of the company before the carts finally emerged into the dark

courtyard.And then the joyful moment, so eagerly awaited, was there. From every side, the

coverings of the carts were pushed back, rolled up, burst open, and the small faces and the

soft hair, the bright eyes and the tender fists of the children were seen. Some were sleepy,

stretching their little limbs to rouse from the abandonment of sleep. Some were alert and

mischievous, smiling eagerly at the adventures to be undertaken. Some were more timid,

hanging their heads bashfully, flickering their silky lashes on their plump cheeks. Some were

whimpering—there are always some who whimper in any group of children; no group of

children, however generally cheerful and playful, but has some little whimperers among them—

but these were quickly silenced in the general excitement as the children were welcomed and

lifted down from the sides of the wagons on to the flagstones of their new abode. They were



handed from loving arms to loving arms, they were softly kissed and their little clothes tenderly

set to rights, and there was much laughter and general cheerfulness in the shadow of the high

roofs.The drivers too of the wagons were urged to come down from their perches and join the

throng. This they did, pushing back their hoods from their dusty faces, coiling the lashes of their

whips and tucking them away. The first was an old friend of all, Merkurius, lithe and muscular,

with a fine face like a knife and a quizzical smile that quivered the gutstrings of Cynthia and

Coelia. There was great rejoicing at the safe arrival of Merkurius, for rumours had been rife that

he had been cut off by troops, that he had been taken naked as he made love to a whore in a

city brothel, that he had died on the scaffold as a secret substitute for his great friend Armin,

that he had drowned in an attempt to swim across a river in full spate. The fantasies of the

company had been most fearfully exercised by all these contradictory reports. The sensitive,

Narcisse as well as Cynthia and Coelia, had undergone drowning and decapitation, naked

apprehension and coitus interruptus, the chase, the flight, the whipping branches, the

strangling thickets. Indeed the only consolation for these sensitive souls had been the plethoric

variety of these narrations, which could not all be true, so might all be false, as they were now

joyfully proved to be.The second driver had a round red face like a burning flower, and jet-black

cropped hair like one a week or two away from escaping from prison or the army. It was only

when this personage threw back the cloak with a rich, round peal of laughter that it could be

seen that the cloak concealed a billowy female body, that this jovial gaol-bird was the Lady

Paeony, heroine of many amorous adventures, and of more anecdotes of intrigue, false and

true. Culvert and Roseace hastened to embrace this solid person, who gave her whip a last

crack in the courtyard and declared that all her little charges had been golden-good and

deserved sweetmeats, that they had been quiet as mice as they passed the pickets, and sung

as sweetly as larks, to her great delectation, as they crossed the mountain meadows, and that

she loved them all, she could crush them in her arms for love and happiness.And now the third

driver came forward, and pushed back his cowl slowly and deliberately and revealed a grizzled

head and a grizzled beard, and a leathery skin wrinkling round pale-blue eyes. There was a

hush in the courtyard, and a thrill of whispering ran through the company, for no one knew him,

and all enquired of others, if they did, or had seen him before.And the Lady Roseace said,

quick as a flash and unthinking, “This man smells of blood.”And the man took a step or two

forward, fingering his whip and perhaps smiling a little amongst his beard, and perhaps not—

different impressions were formed by different persons.“Who are you?” said Culvert.“You know

me well enough, by name at least, and some of you by more than name,” said the man. “To my

sorrow,” he added, but not in a sorrowful tone.“If it were not impossible,” said Fabian

thoughtfully, “I should say your name was Grim, that you are Colonel Grim of the National

Army.”“I have been Colonel in the National Army,” said Grim, “and Colonel in the Royal Army

before that, and a professional soldier all my life. And now I am here, and wish to join you, if

you will have me.”At this acknowledgement, a great murmuring and even hissing began

amongst the people gathered round the carts, and several people repeated what Roseace had

said, “This man smells of blood.”And Colonel Grim stood there easily amongst them all, looking

from faces of hatred to faces of fear, and said, “That I smell of blood is true. I smell myself daily

and the smell disgusts me. I have had enough of blood. The gutters of the city are running with

blood, there are flecks of blood in the loaves of bread, blood feeds the roots of the apple trees

where stinking dead men hang among the apples. You may not believe me now, but a killer by

trade who has had enough of blood is a good founding member for a community based on

kindness and freedom, as yours is to be.”“How can that be?” cried Coelia. “We know what you

have done, we have heard the stories, the tortures, the punishments, the killing, the killing—



how can such a creature be a fit companion for the gentle and the harmonious?”“We should

rather kill him,” cried a young man, “we should put him to the sword for the sufferings of our

families and our friends; we should cement our social bonds with his foul blood.”Colonel Grim

said, “A man of blood can smell bloodthirstiness in any household, any society, any family. It is

my business to smell bloodthirstiness. I am a wolf who can detect a rogue sheepdog, Monsieur

Culvert. I am an instrument of control and have been an instrument of terror, and I can tell you

much of the nature of control, and terror, and control by terror, which you do not now think you

need to know. But it is what all men need to know, you will find, even if you expel or kill me. I

bear the mark of Cain in your household, Monsieur Culvert. I have red hands, and most of you,

all of you it may be, have not. But Cain was marked so that the children of Adam should not

harm him. A man is not only the history of his deeds, I suppose, according to your philosophy,

if not to that of my previous masters. You owe it to me to see how I can live peaceably.”“I do not

understand how you have come here,” said Culvert, frowning.“I persuaded Merkurius and the

Lady Paeony that I was another, that I was your old friend Vertumnus, who died, I am sad to

have to tell you, in the oubliettes of the Tower. I had forged letters from yourself with which I

convinced them. You must not blame them, sir. I am a sufficiently clever man.”“He will bring the

national armies in his train,” said Mavis.“And how should that be?” asked Grim. “And why

should I come, thus openly and alone, saying who I am, and leaving my fate to you, if the

armies were following in secret. No, if I wished, I could have had the armies here to greet you.

But I did not wish—your hopes are mine, my good friends—I hope you will be my good friends.

The armies will not bother you here, and I am no longer Colonel Grim, but plain Grim, grey and

grizzled and making a new start in the evening of his days, if you will have me.”“Turn him away,”

said the Lady Roseace, wrinkling her nostrils.But Culvert said, “What he says is just. He may

stay, until any of us detect him casting any baleful influence on our family. For all men are

capable of change and redemption, as he says, though he must be watched, to see whether he

says so with guile, or with honest intention.”So they all went into the citadel together,

discussing the day’s events. IIFrederica reads to Leo. Inside his green and white room, which

was Nigel’s room, with its Beatrix Potter frieze, she sits on the edge of his fluffy eiderdown and

reads to him about the Hobbit, setting out on his adventure. The curtains are drawn against the

dark; they are lit by a bedside lamp inside a creamy glass shade, a creamy light.“At first they

passed through hobbit-lands,” Frederica tells him, “a wide respectable country inhabited by

decent folk, with good roads, an inn or two, and now and then a dwarf or a farmer ambling by

on business. Then they came to lands where people spoke strangely and sang songs Bilbo

had never heard before. Now they had gone on far into the Lone-lands, where there were no

people left, no inns, and the roads grew steadily worse. Not far ahead were dreary hills, rising

higher and higher, dark with trees. On some of them were old castles with an evil look, as if

they had been built by wicked people. Everything seemed gloomy, for the weather that day had

taken a nasty turn.”“A bit frightening,” says Leo.“A bit, yes,” says Frederica, who believes there

is pleasure in fear.“Only a bit,” says Leo.“It gets more frightening later. More exciting.”“Go on

reading.”“It was after tea-time; it was pouring with rain, and had been all day; his hood was

dripping into his eyes, his cloak was full of water; the pony was tired and stumbled on stones;

the others were too grumpy to talk.”“Poor pony. We don’t let Sooty get too tired, do we? We

look after him. He doesn’t mind a bit of rain, Auntie Olive says. He’s a tough little thing, Auntie

Olive says.” “Yes, he is. Very tough. Shall I go on?”“Go on.”“ ‘I wish I was at home in my nice

hole by the fire, with the kettle just beginning to sing,’ thought Bilbo. It was not the last time that

he wished that!”Leo rubs his eyes. He pushes his little fists into his eye-sockets and winds

them energetically, so that Frederica’s own eyeballs wince sympathetically.“Be careful, Leo.



You’ll hurt your eyes.”“I won’t. Those are my eyes. I don’t hurt them. They itch.”“You’re

sleepy.”“I’m not. Go on reading.”“Still the dwarves jogged on,” says Frederica, “never turning

round or taking any notice of the Hobbit.” Leo has settled into his bed: his head is in the hollow

of his pillow, his cheek on his hand. She looks at him with appalled love. She knows every hair

on his head, every inch of his body, every word, she thinks, of his vocabulary, even though he

is constantly proving her wrong. And he has ruined her life, she thinks, for inside the new docile

Frederica the old Frederica still has her histrionic passion-fits. I would walk out tomorrow if it

were not for Leo, she tells herself hundreds of times each day, with contempt and puzzlement.

She looks at his red hair, such a beautiful red, richer than hers, with the shine of those

chestnuts he gathered with Hugh Pink. He is a very male child. He has strong shoulders and

an aggressive jut to his chin. She is surprised by her passion for his small body as she was

surprised by her passion for his father’s, which it will no doubt grow to resemble; she thinks of

Leo always as his father’s child. She loves to see him straddle Sooty, his small legs at odds

with the heavy straps and buckles and irons of the stirrups, his head, in its black velvet helmet,

too important for his body, like a beetle, like a goblin. But Leo on Sooty is his father’s son, in his

father’s world, where she doesn’t belong, and isn’t welcome. Nor does she want to belong or

be welcome, she tells herself, with her usual mixture of honesty and fury, she has made a

terrible mistake. Her voice goes on peacefully, dry and lively, telling about dwarves and wizard,

Hobbit and trolls, things going bump in the dark, terror and mayhem, and Leo shudders

agreeably. Inside her head she goes over and over what she has done, how she could have

done it, how it cannot be undone, how she can live. Only connect, she thinks contemptuously,

only connect, the prose and the passion, the beast and the monk. It can’t be done and isn’t

worth doing, she thinks on a long repetitive whine, she has been here so often before. She

thinks of Mr. Wilcox in Howards End, thinks of him with hatred, that stuffed man, that painted

scarecrow. Margaret Schlegel was a fool in ways Forster had no idea of, because he wasn’t a

woman, because he supposed connecting was desirable, because he had no idea what it

meant.“ ‘Dawn take you all and be stone to you!’ said a voice that sounded like William’s. But it

wasn’t. For just at that moment the light came over the hill, and there was a mighty twitter in the

branches. William never spoke for he stood turned to stone as he stooped—”The door opens.

Mother and son look up, and there is the man, the father, his return, as usual, unannounced.

The sleepy boy is awake in a flash and sits up to be embraced. Nigel Reiver hugs his son and

puts his arm round his wife. His cheek is cold from the outdoors—he has come straight up, he

is even a little breathless, he is eager to see his family. He is a dark man in a dark suit, a soft

armour, with the blue shadow of a dark beard on his solid cheek.“Don’t stop,” he says. “Go on

reading, I’ll listen, it’s my absolutely favourite book, The Hobbit.”“It’s a bit frightening,” says Leo.

“Only a bit. Mummy says it gets more exciting than this, even more.”“Oh, it does,” says the dark

man, stretching himself on the bed beside his son, both heads on the pillow, looking up at

Frederica, perched on the edge with the book.He has nothing at all to do with Mr. Wilcox.There

is something to do with sex, which he is good at, and which Forster perhaps wanted Mr. Wilcox

to be good at, but couldn’t quite imagine, couldn’t give life to.The two pairs of dark eyes watch

Frederica.The room is full of slumberous warmth and watchful sharpness.“And there they

stand to this day, all alone, unless the birds perch on them; for trolls, as you probably know,

must be underground before dawn, or they go back to the stuff of the mountains they are made

of, and never move again. That is what had happened to Bert and Tom and William.”“I meant to

stop there, it’s a good stopping place, and Leo was nearly asleep, weren’t you?”“I wasn’t, I was

waiting for my Daddy to come.”“No you weren’t. We didn’t know he was coming.”“I did. I knew in

my bones he would come this evening, I knew and I was right. Go on reading.”“Go on,” says the



man, lying on his back like a knight on a tombstone, his shiny dark shoes overhanging the

bedfoot. So she goes on, for they are all happy, to the discovery of the treasure in the cave,

and the end of the chapter.“Have you been a good boy?” asks Nigel. “What has happened

while I was away?”“A man came to see Mummy, he was a very nice man with a funny name,

his name was Pink, he found us in the woods and we asked him to tea.”“That was nice,” says

Nigel smoothly. He kisses his son good night, and Frederica kisses him, and the light is put out,

and the little boy stirs his blankets into a containing nest.Pippy Mammott has made supper for

them to eat by the fire. She has made supper Nigel likes, shepherd’s pie and baked apples with

honey and raisins. She does not eat with Nigel and Frederica, but she does come in and out

whilst they eat, offering second helpings, which Nigel accepts, refilling wineglasses, solicitously

asking them to be careful of the apples, which are piping hot—“As they should be,” says Nigel,

detaining her to be congratulated on both pie and apples. He and Frederica sit in large

armchairs each side of the wood fire, and Pippy Mammott stands between them with her back

to the flames, warming her bottom. She tells him what Leo has been doing and saying, how

well he is learning to ride Sooty, what a dauntless little boy he is, how they had an unexpected

visitor, a friend of Frederica’s apparently passing by quite accidentally on a walking tour.“That

was nice,” says Nigel, smoothly, again. When Pippy has gone away with the trolley and the

debris of the meal, he says, as Frederica is expecting him to say, “Who is this Hugh Pink?”“An

old friend from Cambridge. He writes poetry. Rather good poetry, I think. He was in Madrid for a

year or two, and now he’s back.”“You didn’t say he was coming.”“I didn’t know. He was on a

walking holiday. Leo and I happened to bump into him, we gave him tea—it was Leo who

invited him to tea—not me—”“Why didn’t you, if he was your friend?”“Well, I would have, I

expect, I would have got round to it—”“Funny he just turned up—”“Not really. He’d no idea this

was where we lived. He was just walking. In the woods, like Leo says.”“I expect it was nice for

you, to see an old friend?”Frederica looks up, to see what is meant by this placid query. She

calculates her answer.“Of course it was. I don’t seem to have seen any of my old friends for a

long time.”“You miss them,” states Nigel, in the same placid voice.“Naturally,” says

Frederica.“You should invite them,” says Nigel. “You should feel free to invite them. You should

ask them to stay.”Frederica chooses, after a moment, not to answer this remark. She stares,

frowning, into the fire. She says, as placidly as he has been talking, “Are you back for long this

time?”“Does that make any difference? Why don’t you just invite them? Maybe I’ll be here,

maybe I won’t. I don’t suppose my presence will affect your reunion.”“I didn’t mean that. I just

wanted to know how long will you be here this time?”“I don’t know. A few days. A few weeks.

Why does it matter?”“It doesn’t. I just want to know.”“Well, I don’t know myself. There may be

phone calls. Things may come up.”Frederica, looking into the logs, sees in her mind’s eye a

woman stepping barefoot across a bed of cinders, trying to find a path between little

smouldering hot places, ready to break out into flames.“When you go back, I’d like to come

with you.”“Why?”“Well. We used to do a lot of things together. Dancing, you know, things in

town. And I would like to see some old friends, it’s true, I would. I’m thinking, I might look for

another job. I need something to do.”This sentence comes out more tense, less casual, than

she meant it to be.“I would have thought you had a lot of things to do. A child needs his mother

near him. There is a great deal here to occupy anyone.”“Don’t talk to me like that, Nigel. That

isn’t the sort of thing you can say to me. You knew what I was when you married me—you

knew I was clever and independent and—and ambitious—you seemed to like that. God knows I

had nothing else someone like you might be interested in, no money, no connections, I’m not

beautiful—all I was was bright and you can’t marry someone for their brains and their—

resourcefulness—and then expect them to behave like—”“Like—”“Like the sort of girl you might



have been expected to marry—but didn’t—one who has always gone hunting and shooting and

likes just being in the country.”“I don’t see why any girl would marry if she can’t put up with

being a wife. And a mother. If a girl becomes a wife and a mother, she must expect a few

changes, I should think. I would have understood if you hadn’t wanted to take the step. I don’t

think I more than half expected you would when I asked you—but you did. I thought you were a

resourceful sort of girl. And now all you do is whinge. You have a lovely boy like Leo, and you

whinge. It’s not very pleasant.”Frederica stands up and begins to pace.“Nigel, please listen to

me. Please listen. I don’t see very much of you—you don’t tell me very much about where you

are or what you do—”“It wouldn’t be of any interest to you.”“That may be. I don’t know. But I

have to have something to do.”“You were always a great one for reading.”“But reading was work

—”“I see. You don’t do it if you don’t have to.”“I don’t mean that. You know I don’t. I know I don’t

need to earn my living—don’t need, that is, in terms of money, don’t need—”Her need is so

terrible, she is almost in tears.“We aren’t enough for you, Leo and me.”“You aren’t ever here.

And Leo has all sorts of people besides me, he’s rich in people, Pippy and Olive and Rosalind,

they adore him. He doesn’t live in a nuclear family. All your friends, you and all your friends,

were brought up by nannies.”“You know why in my case. My mother bolted, you know that.

Bolted when I was two, you know that, I’ve told you. I’ve told you often enough. She had no

strength of character, no resources. I thought you could look after Leo and be resourceful. I told

you that.”He is rueful, charming, and bullying.“Please,” says Frederica. “Please let me come to

London with you and see someone about some work. I could get some reading for publishers,

I’m sure I could, and do almost all the work at home with Leo. Or I could go back to university

and do a doctorate—I could work on that partly at home—and then, when Leo grows up, I

could be ready, I could do something.”“You could see your friends. All your friends are men. I

noticed. I can’t take you this time, I’m going straight on to Tunis, I have to see my uncle, it isn’t

possible.”The little smouldering places are flaming here and there, like gas jets. Frederica takes

fire.“Then I shall just go. I shall just get up and go, myself, by myself. You don’t care about me,

you only care about your house and yourself—”“And Leo.”“And yourself. You can’t see me,

you’ve no idea who I am, I am someone, I was someone. I am someone, someone nobody

ever sees any more—”She is less sure of this, that she is someone, than she passionately

sounds. No one in Bran House sees what she thinks of as Frederica, not Pippy, not Olive, not

Rosalind, not Leo, not even Nigel.“Cambridge spoils girls,” says Nigel, to provoke. “It’s a sort of

hothouse. It gives them ideas.”“I want to go back there,” says Frederica.“No, you don’t,” says

Nigel. “You’re too old.”Frederica goes to the door. She has some vague idea of throwing clothes

into a suitcase and beginning to walk away down the road, in the night. She does not know

where a suitcase is, and she is aware that such a plan is absurd. She feels that someone as

clever as she is must be able to think of a way out of a situation—not a situation, a life—she

should never have got into. Her nerve-endings hurt, in her hands, in her teeth, in her spine.

Nigel stands between her and the door. He says in a small voice, a small, sad, honey voice,

“I’m sorry, Frederica. I love you. I only get angry because I love you. You are here because I do

love you, Frederica.”He has learned what a surprising number of men never learn, the strategic

importance of those words. He is not a verbal animal. Much of what he says, Frederica has

noticed without yet thinking about it, is dictated by the glaze of language that slides over and

obscures the surface of the world he moves in, a language that is quite sure what certain

things are, a man, a woman, a girl, a mother, a duty. Language in this world is for keeping

things safe in their places. You must be brave, this kind of language says, and ordinary panic-

struck human beings hear the imperative and perform extraordinary feats of tearless,

uncomplaining stolidity. You might think that those who handle this solid currency with its few



words would be able to add those other simple ringing ones, “I love you, I love you.” They have

clear meanings in this world, and women everywhere wait for them as dogs wait for titbits and

sustenance, panting and slavering. And yet these words are withheld, for the most part,

whether because their utterance renders the speaker vulnerable to rejection, or whether

emotion embarrasses, is not usually clear. It is not a question of class. Working men and

businessmen and owners of country houses do not say, “I love you,” and women in council flats

and women in town houses say constantly, “He never says he loves me.”Nigel Reiver has never

put this generalisation to himself as a proposition. But if he does not think about language, he

does think, and has thought, about women, and has discovered the force of these words as

troublers of wrath, promoters of indecision, softeners of eyeballs and mucous membranes. If

you say “I love you” to a woman, it makes her wet, his body knows. He stands between fierce

Frederica and the door and watches her mouth soften slightly, watches the blood in her neck,

watches her fists unclench a very little.He concentrates on her. He wants her. He wishes to

keep her. He chose her for the mother of his child. At this moment she is all he can see, all his

senses are alert for her next movement, of repulsion, of uncertainty, of reconciliation. He

watches as a cat might watch a frozen rabbit that cannot now jump this way or that; will it gain

strength, will it look away, will it bow its head with beating heart? He loves her, that is what love

is. He moves nearer, he puts his hand and his weight on the door, so that she cannot pull it

open, so that her body is between his body and the hard wood. He knows without needing to

think that if she smells his skin, if she touches his greed for her, she can move two ways, she

can scratch with hatred, with the will to break free, she can want him to touch her, as she has

before, she can do both together, scratch and want, want and scratch. When his body is in

range he changes the verb.“I want you, Frederica.”He names her so that she knows what he

wants is her, is Frederica, not a woman, not Woman, not mindless relief, but Frederica. This is

the language of courtly love, by instinct.Her face is hot with rage, her blood is fizzing in her

nostrils and ears. She moves her head this way and that to avoid his kiss, like the ritual dancing

movements of gulls and grebes. He moves his head in rhythm with hers, he kisses her neck,

her ear, with closed lips. She thinks, I am desperate, she feels desire, she is angry that she

feels desire, she suppresses it, it recurs, it is like being electrocuted in parts and in small

bursts, it is painful.“I want you, I love you. I want you” go the small words. She is ready to sink

to the floor, she cannot run away and will not respond. So he takes hold of her and takes her

upstairs. Propels, lifts, supports, embraces, the verbs could go on for longer than the journey

takes. From the swinging door to the kitchen quarters Pippy Mammott watches them go, and

then removes the plates. She has seen this before. Frederica looks drunk, Pippy thinks,

perhaps she is, Pippy thinks, she would like to think Frederica is drunk. Frederica has got a grip

on Nigel, Pippy thinks, contrary to the evidence of her eyes.Afterwards, he lies with his eyes

shut, one heavy arm gently holding her to him. Frederica’s body is warm and happy. The skin of

her belly is glowing red with use and relaxation and happiness. Inside, also, she can hear her

blood coursing, she thinks of it as “hearing” though this word is inaccurate, it is not to do with

her ears. She wonders lazily why she thinks of it as “hearing” and decides that it is to do with

the thrumming of one’s own blood one hears in a shell and calls the sound of the sea.

Frederica thinks in words, not exactly during love-making, or fucking, or whatever word custom

and nicety choose for that activity, but before and after. She thinks now, looking at Nigel’s damp

heavy eyelids, at the droop of his mouth as though it had slackened after pain, that she loves

him because he takes her beyond words, effortlessly and with skill. She thinks of Blake, the

lineaments of gratified desire, and moves her sharp nose along his shoulder, sniffing his sweat,

which belongs to her, which she knows, which she knows with her body. She thinks of the



elaborate conceit of Donne, the pure and eloquent blood that spoke in the cheeks of the dead

woman. Frederica’s busy mind, in her skull under her skin and the tangled red hair on the moist

pillow, casts about for the accurate quotation. Her pure and eloquent

bloodSpoke in her cheekes, and so distinctly wrought,That one might almost say, her body

thought.“Her body thought,” thinks Frederica. “Eloquent blood.” Nigel wouldn’t understand a

word of all that, if she were suddenly to start talking in the night about lineaments of gratified

desire and eloquent blood. It is only that his body thinks. She chose him for that, she thinks,

and everything else goes with it. It ought to be possible to connect, she thinks, it ought, only

connect, she thinks, and has an image of herself like a mermaid combing not only her hair but

the fibres of her brain into harmony and alignment with damp, rosy fingers. Nigel utters words

of his secret, sleepy speech. “Mn,” he says, “hmn? a-hmn,” and other such syllables. She

breathes in his scent, their two breaths mix on the pillow, he answers tentatively “hmn, hmn,”

and their feet and hands communicate.Mary’s bed is curtained off at the end of the long ward.

It is evening, and quiet, apart from the steady whimpering of one small child, his face muffled in

his pillow. Mary lies on her back, quite still, her white face lit by a green-shaded lamp clipped to

the metal bars of her bedhead. Daniel sits beside her, still hot and sweating, too heavy for the

spindly visitor’s chair. He has been there an hour, but his heart is still hammering, his collar is

tight. Winifred, the grandmother, sits on the other side of the bed, peacefully knitting. She

knows how to keep still, as her daughter did too, Daniel remembers, wanting not to remember.

Mary’s eyes are closed. Her breaths are regular and shallow. There is a neat narrow bandage

round her brow, like a Greek princess’s fillet. Her skin is white and cool, and spattered with

freckles like brown seeds. Her hair is silky above the bandage, red-gold, gold-red. Her mouth is

slightly open: he can see her teeth, baby-teeth and half-grown woman’s teeth, together.She

does not move. Daniel sweats. Winifred knits. She breathes. Daniel shifts on his small seat,

touches her cheek with a finger, draws back. Winifred says, “She has not changed since I got

here. So still.”“They said the doctor would come.”“I suppose he will. He’s bound to. We just have

to wait.”Her knitting needles move steadily. Daniel resumes his study of his daughter’s face.

After some time Ruth comes in, bends over the still face, and flicks up the eyelids with

practised fingers, one, two, and looks into the unseeing eyes. “Good,” she says professionally.

She lays a palm on Mary’s brow and says again, “Good.” She is grave and beautiful in a grape-

purple uniform, belted with a wide black elastic belt, under a white apron, with a pocket full of

scissors and other implements. Her long pale plait is doubled up under her cap, which has a

starched crown and a frilled fantail, like a dove displaying. She puts her cool little hand over

Daniel’s heavy ones and he is quite sure that outside the hospital she would never have

touched him, but this is her place. She asks if he would like tea, and he says no, and asks

when the doctor will come. “Soon,” says Ruth, “soon, there have been other emergencies, he is

on his way.” She slips away, on black, rubber-soled feet. Daniel says to Winifred, “Marcus was

taken with her, at one point.”“He still sees her, I think,” says Winifred. “He’s not given to

discussing his life with us. As you know.”Daniel thinks about Ruth, and about Marcus. None of

his thoughts are fit to tell Winifred, so he lapses into silence.When the doctor comes, he is

already on one foot, ready to go again, as doctors always are. Daniel knows doctors. He has

been a hospital chaplain. Indeed, he has been a hospital chaplain in this hospital, in this ward,

and knows why doctors do not meet the eyes of those to whom he now belongs, the anxious,

the waiting, the helpless. Those human gestures were his own job, then. The doctor says to

Daniel and to Winifred that the X-rays have shown no obvious damage—no fracture—and the

child’s condition seems stable, so that all that can be done is to watch and wait. She must be

monitored for possible effects of internal bleeding. Time is most likely to heal. He is very young,



and very pink, the doctor. He holds up the X-ray photographs of Mary’s head, directing the light

through them, and suddenly Daniel sees his child under the shadowy, cavernous image of her

own skull, the nasal pits, the hollow eye-sockets, what appear to be super-imposed layers of

teeth and are suddenly seen to be the adult molars, buried in the jawbone, surging up under

the rootless infant crowns. All in order, says the doctor, folding these images briskly away

again.Later still, it is the end of visiting hours, and Mary still has not moved. Ruth reappears

and says that they ought to leave, now. Winifred says she doesn’t like to think of Mary being

alone—waking alone, is how she puts it. She is folding her knitting as she speaks. Daniel says

he will stay with his daughter.“We’ll look after her,” says Ruth. “She’ll be all right. We can get

you in a moment, if—”“I can sit here,” says Daniel, “and upset nobody. I know, I’ve sat here in

the past, from time to time, I know how to keep out of the way.”Winifred says, “Don’t you want

to see Will? He’s with his grandfather—I expect he knows by now you are here—”“Tomorrow,”

says Daniel. “Tomorrow, I’ll see Will. Now, I’m staying here. In case she wakes.”He knows, and

Winifred knows, that if Mary wakes, it will be Winifred she will look for. It is Winifred’s right to be

there when she wakes, he knows, he knows Winifred knows. But he repeats, “I want to stay. I

know it can be managed, I remember. I want to stay with her.”“Of course,” says Winifred. “When

you’ve come so far. You can see Will tomorrow.”He listens vaguely for sharpness or irony and

detects none: he is too taken up with his daughter. It is also true that he has come to love

Winifred and knows that Winifred feels something like love for him. His own mother died not

long after his wife, angry and rambling in a geriatric ward, and had never, that he could

remember, felt out his feelings as Winifred is doing now. If she is being sharp and ironic, she is

within her rights. He stands up—the shape of the seat is impressed into his buttocks—and

shambles forward and hugs his mother-in-law. She is thinner and smaller than he remembered.

He says, “Thank you. I do know, you—I do know you—I owe you, Winifred.”“You watch her,”

says Winifred. She cannot bring herself to say meaninglessly, She’ll be all right, in case she is

not, and so casts around for words. “I’ll go and see to Bill and Will and come back tomorrow.

You know you can ring us up any time, if—”“Aye,” says Daniel.Ruth says, “There’s a kind of

folding bed you can put down by her. Try and get some sleep. I’ll be round every fifteen minutes

to check her pupils. I’ll keep an eye on both of you.”Night comes early in children’s wards. Night

comes early, but not complete darkness—angled lamps here and there illuminate tangled hair,

spread-eagled monkey-forms attached to tubing and pulleys, a passionate toddler snuffling

hotly into a pillow. Ruth produces a toothbrush and a towel from a cupboard, and Daniel tidies

himself in a carbolic-drenched lavatory. He pads back through the ward to his daughter. The

walls are painted with cheerful pictures, mostly of sheep. The artist seems to have found sheep

either fascinating, or easy, or both. Little Bo-Peep, in her hooped skirt and with her crook,

stands under a large tree and peers one way, whilst behind her quite a large flock of multi-

coloured sheep scamper and bound over a green hummock in the opposite direction, into a

blue sky. They are composed mostly of squarish masses of circular brush strokes, out of which

poke black ears, black faces and thin, stick-like black legs. Some attempt, not very successful,

has been made to foreshorten the fleeing ones. The blue sky is full of solid sheepish clouds.

Bo-Peep is drawn from the back, her face hidden by a bonnet, which suggests a failure of

confidence in the artist. On the wall facing her, Mary with her little lamb is proceeding along a

fence towards a small-windowed hut labelled SCHOOL. Mary is dressed in a crimson jumper

and a green skirt. She wears a school beret on fluffy (sheep-like) blond curls, and carries a

square brown satchel which seems to weigh nothing. There is something not quite right about

the lamb. Perhaps its legs are too short, perhaps its face is too big for its body, perhaps its

fixed smile is too human. Mary’s face, on the other hand, is round and empty, apart from smily



lips and round pale blue eyes. Some sheep are looking over the fence and staring down on the

trotting lamb. Black faces, white faces, horned, woolly.Daniel sits beside his daughter. The night

flows past. Ruth comes from time to time and turns back the eyelids, with their reddish lashes.

“Good,” she says, “good,” and whisks away again.Mary’s mouth is a little open. Her teeth are

wet. Daniel thinks of Stephanie’s dead face, suddenly, with the full violence of the unprepared—

the staring eyes, the raised lip, the wet teeth. He feels—it is no exaggeration—his heart willing

itself to stop beating, juddering in his body like an engine in trouble. He feels waves of nausea.

He waits for the image to fade as he might wait for the touch of hot metal to stop throbbing. He

waits till it is gone, the face in the mind’s eye, and then puts out a heavy finger and closes his

daughter’s lip over her teeth. Her lip is warm, warm and soft. He remembers the energy of the

bursting teeth in her bony jaw. He touches her cheek, her little shoulder, he takes hold, in the

dark, of her cool hand, he says, “Mary—,” he says again, “Mary—”Mary wanders in dark blue

caverns. She does not walk, she weaves, or floats, or flies, between muscular fanning trunks of

huge plants, or veined rocks. It is dark blue, and there is purple, and slate-grey, and there is a

kind of dark light in and on it, given off by the pillars, the boughs themselves. She weaves her

way and pain runs beside her like a shining wire, it traces her intricate path, but it does not

exactly touch her—its light hurts her if she shifts her attention in its direction, its edge, its razor-

blade edge, its needle-point, its flames about to break—but she dances with it slowly, she

moves as it moves, it moves as she moves, they bow together, they curve and recurve, they

keep a distance, in which there is nothing at all, no blue light, nothing, no visible dark,

nothing.Ruth returns every half-hour. “Good,” she says, peering under the eyelids. “Good.”

Daniel sits stolidly, holding his daughter’s hand. Ruth says, “Try and get a little sleep.”“I don’t

want sleep.”“You need it. I don’t think she’ll wake now. They don’t wake—in the deep night—on

the whole. You’ll find she’ll wake with the daylight. Shall I bring you a cup of Ovaltine?”“I’ll come

and get it. Thank you. I need to stretch my legs. I’m all pins and needles, I’m numb.”Ruth makes

him a cup of Ovaltine in a little kitchen, and they sit by the night nurses’ desk, their faces in

shadow, the desk lit by a pool of contained light from a green-shaded desk lamp.“We can see

her from here,” says Ruth. “It’s designed so we can see everyone from here.”Daniel asks Ruth

how she is, what she has been doing. He expects some placid, nondescript answer as she sits

there, sipping tea, her pale oval face turned down. She says, “If it were not for my spiritual life,

this place—this work—would be quite unbearable.”He remembers he is a clergyman. This both

makes it incumbent on him to answer this remark seriously and provides a way to answer it

chattily, which is not the way it was said.“I remember you were a very regular member of the

Young Christians. Do you still go to St. Bartholomew’s?”“Sometimes I do. It is not the same, of

course, since Gideon and Clemency went away. The new vicar is not a very spiritual man. He

goes through the motions. I shouldn’t say that. How can one know another person’s soul? But—

anyway—he doesn’t speak to me. I suppose you are still in touch with Gideon, now, where you

are. He is doing such wonderful work.”“I’m afraid I live an odd life, very shut away, I don’t see

old friends,” says Daniel blandly, his professional voice coming back to him. What he feels for

Gideon Farrar, his ex-vicar, is hatred and contempt, which he tries to mitigate with some kind of

charitable mental effort, from time to time.“I belong to Gideon’s flock, so to speak,” says Ruth. “I

am a Child of Joy. I can’t get to many of the main meetings in London, you know, and York, I

work such terrible hours here. But he has his Family Gatherings up here on the moors too—the

movement has taken on such wonderful life—miracles happen, everyone is—is full of

awareness and life. I wish he came more often himself, but Clemency comes, and other family

heads, we are all constantly in touch—it is a great joy.”“I am very glad,” says Daniel cautiously.“I

went into this work,” says Ruth, “because I wanted to do some good, to help little children, the



innocent who suffer. No one tells children’s nurses, when they go into training, you know, that

this is the worst kind of nursing—the worst. You might be glad when the old—slip away—but

these little ones—and those who stay here—a long time—are even worse than those who die.

You can’t talk about it, of course. I can, to you, because you understand how it is changed—it

seems different—if the suffering can be offered to Jesus, can be part of His suffering for us—

now and then I really feel that, though I don’t understand it, of course—but then, we do not

have to understand—”Another voice, ecstatic, confident, is speaking inside her placid, stolid,

small notes. Daniel says, “I was hospital chaplain here, you know. I’ve worked here. Not like

you, but I have seen what you’re telling me.”“You must have been so needed,” says Ruth. “So

few understand or can hear—”This is not how Daniel remembers it.He goes back to his child,

who has not moved. Ruth looks again into the unseeing eyes and repeats, “Good.”Mary

wanders among gentian-dark currents, through the lips of caverns, down falls and along

conduits. The inky world swells and sways. There is a far, faint booming in the silence.

Someone somewhere feels nausea.Daniel dozes uneasily on the truckle bed. He is below the

level of Mary’s sleeping form, lifted up above him. His springs creak and groan. She turns, she

moves, she flings an arm wide, a small hand touches him. He calls Ruth, who says, “Good,”

and checks the pupils again. Dawn comes, and with the dawn the day shift, busy with trolleys,

with sponges, with thermometers. Ruth brings Daniel a cup of tea, and tells him she has to go

now, but will be there in the evening. Daniel gulps the hot tea and feels it spread in his belly.

Mary’s lips move.“Look,” he says to Ruth. “Look there—look at her lips.”Mary is somewhere in a

chalky cavernous mouth. She is being sucked up, blown up, she wishes to float and settle, like

sediment, but the medium in which she is suspended is in turmoil, she will be ejected. Her

grape-dark world, her gentian caverns, are shot with angry orange, she sees blood, she sees

hot veils, she twists her head this way and that as pain takes hold of it. She sees flat, orange.

She opens her eyes.“Mary,” he says. “Mary. There you are—”She struggles furiously to sit up.

She puts hot arms round his neck, she buries her face in his beard, he puts his nose to her

living skin, her hot hair, the pulse in her thin neck. All her arms and legs are in turmoil, she

worms her way out of the sheets and propels her whole body against him, anyhow. Her arms

close in a stranglehold round his neck.“My daddy, my daddy,” says Mary, and Daniel kisses her

hair, and his eyes are hot.“I’m sorry,” says Mary, “I’m sick, I’m sorry,” and Daniel holds a dish for

her to vomit. It is all a miracle, her voice, her struggling quickness, the heaving of her small

stomach, the sounds of her retching, it is life, she is alive. Daniel wipes her mouth with his own

clean handkerchief, he smooths her hair on her brow. He thinks, There are people who would

always have known—if they were me, now—that she was alive, that she would wake. But I

belong always to those who know she could not have done. He avoids, this time, calling up the

dead face.Mary is better. The family are at breakfast. Daniel is still in Yorkshire. Canon Holly

has told him he has bloody got to stay there for the present, now he is there. His telephone is

manned by a new volunteer, a successful trainee, just the ticket. Mary is at home, but not at

school. She is resting. She cannot remember anything at all about how she came to be lying

there, in the playground. She has said once, she seemed to be in a huge space and something

was coming down very fast out of the sky—a big bird, says Mary uncertainly, a shiny dark

bird …They are all at breakfast. Bill Potter, Winifred, Daniel, Mary, and Will. They are no longer

in the graceless house in Masters’ Row where Bill spent his working life, and Winifred brought

up her children, and then her small grandchildren. Bill is now sixty-seven and has been retired

for two years. For five years before his retirement Winifred dreaded it daily. He was a man

whose work was his life. When he was presented with his leaving presents—a small carving

done by an ex-pupil, in granite, a recalcitrant material, of a group of stony sheep, the complete



Oxford Dictionary and a very large book token—the headmaster, Mr. Thone, had said that to

many, Bill Potter was Blesford Ride School, and there had been groans, whistles, cheers, tears,

and a violent fit of clapping. Winifred had had a vision of Bill torn out of Blesford Ride like a live

tooth with bleeding roots. Also, she feared for herself. Bill was a man to whom it was possible to

be married only if he was mostly not there. He expanded like volatile gas, he roared, he flamed,

he hammered. She had her own quiet ways, which depended on his absence.Bill had revealed

in his speech of thanks that he did not intend to stay in Masters’ Row. He had the right to do so,

for three years at least, and the school had supposed that he would help out, as his

predecessors had, would mark exams, coach university entrants, detach himself bit by bit. It

was characteristic of Bill that he had said nothing of his plans to anyone before this speech:

there were those in the audience who thought he had made up his mind then and there, in the

Hall, listening to the valedictory cheering.“I do not intend,” said Bill, “to stick around, getting

cross at the way things are done, or contemplating my own mistakes. I am going off in search

of beauty. You can laugh. Blesford Ride is a decent enough place, and its gardeners do a

decent job, but nobody could call it beautiful. The only God in the Pantheon who has got any

good looks to mention is Balder, and he’s dead and gone. I’m going to buy a house up on the

moors—I’ve got my eye on one—and it will be a seemly house, and a well-proportioned house

—with a garden, which I shall cultivate when I’m not busy—but I shall be busy, I intend to be

very busy, those who are not alive are dead, I’ve always said, and I’m not dying, by no

means.”He was almost in tears, Winifred saw, and one more time she forgave him for excluding

her, for rushing at things. He had not asked her if she wanted to move, but she did not want to

stay, and perhaps he had known that without needing to ask. She thought the idea of a

moorland cottage was folly, and said so. Everyone knew that it was not a good idea to isolate

oneself suddenly on retirement, and there were Will and Mary, then eight and six, to consider,

what about their schooling, had Bill thought?Bill had thought, it turned out. He had found an

eighteenth-century grey stone house, in Freyasgarth, a village in a fold of the moors between

Pickering and Goathland. Behind the house, with its climbing roses, white and gold, the garden

stretched to a dry-stone wall, behind which grazed sheep, on the moorside. In the village was a

primary school run by a head teacher called Margaret Godden, who was, Bill explained to

Winifred, a real teacher, he had sat in on her classes, the woman had the essence of the

matter in her. Miss Godden was large and blond and fortyish and smiling. She had a passion

for imparting knowledge, and a patient perfectionism. There were only two other teachers, Mr.

Hebble, who took the middle class, and Miss Chick, who took Reception. Mr. Hebble lived in

the village, was married, and had four children in the school himself. Miss Chick lived next-door

to Miss Godden, and was Miss Godden’s pupil and semblable, also running to fat, and also a

perfectionist. Winifred liked both teachers, and was overcome by the yellow and white roses.

The inside of the house was graceful and solid; the kitchen had an Aga and a stone larder,

there was an outhouse with an ancient pump. Winifred had a vision of living—as Bill had so

suddenly said—with beautiful things. With subtle colours, and changing lights, and old wood,

and yellow and white roses. She and Bill took to travelling to country auctions, buying chairs,

tables, chests, a dresser—it became a shared passion; they talked to each other as in some

ways they had never done. Winifred said, “It is like that game you play with yourself, travelling

on the top of buses, looking in at windows, thinking, Who would I be if I lived there, what sort of

life would I have in that house—”“That’s how I found it,” said Bill. “From a bus, coming back

from an extra-mural class. You always get that feeling most in the early evening—about houses

—when there’s still light in the sky but there’s light inside, too—”For a year or two Winifred had

a not unpleasant feeling, sitting by an open fire in the evening, polishing an oval table, watering



window-boxes, looking down from a wide landing to a stone-flagged hall, its wide step worn by

centuries of the dead, going in and out, busy with other lives, that she was a kind of ghost on a

kind of stage set, making the appropriate movements for the beauty of the place. And then it

became more part of herself—the place where Will’s knee had bled on the stone, the curtains

she had sewn sitting in that window and hung in this one, white sprigged with lavender and

broom yellow, blowing in when she opened the window. Most surprisingly, Bill does not roar in

this house, he does not crowd, he is neither bored nor sulky, he is, as he said he was to be,

busy. He has expanded his extra-mural teaching. He makes long journeys up and down the

Yorkshire coast, he has classes in Scarborough and Whitby, Calverley and Pickering, talking

away about D. H. Lawrence and George Eliot as though their lives depended on it. He has

developed an interest in the old itinerant Methodists, who came and spoke fire in these very

houses. He is writing a book. It is called, at different times, English and the Community of

Culture; Culture in the Community and English; English, Culture, Community. He is away quite

enough for Winifred’s peace of mind, and when he comes home, he talks to her about where

he has been, what has been said. Miss Godden, Mr. and Mrs. Hebble, Miss Chick, come to

dinner, and so do various members of the staff of the University of North Yorkshire, who have

bought weekend houses in the hill villages, who tramp past in seasoned boots and woolly

socks and admire the roses.They have breakfast in the kitchen looking directly out over the

garden to the moors. Bill sits at one end of the table and Winifred at the other. Daniel and Mary

are side by side, their two heads bent over bowls of porridge with spirals of treacle, melting

gold into mealy-grey. On the other side of the table sits Will, who is now ten, a stocky, dark boy

with black eyes under thick black brows. It is absurdly clear who his father is, and it is equally

clear that he is not looking at his father, he is not talking to his father. He is eating rather fast

and noisily, toast and boiled eggs, ready for school. Bill has unwisely embarked on a

discussion of Will’s schooling. He could sit the Scholarship Entrance to Blesford Ride, where,

as Bill’s grandson, he would pay much reduced fees, or he could go on to the local state

schools and continue to live in Blithe House. Bill says, “Perhaps you would like to visit the

school, Daniel, while you’re here.”“It depends on Will,” says Daniel.“I shouldn’t think there’s

much point,” says Will. “Anyway, I want to go to Overbrow Comprehensive. Everyone else is. My

friends.”“There are things to be said for and against comprehensive schools,” says Bill

sententiously. “And things to be said for and against the old establishment. Boys do learn

something in the old place, and that matters.”“So they do in the comprehensive.”“I don’t say

they don’t. Perhaps you and your father should go and look at it, together.”“You’re the school

expert, Grandpa. You come.”“We should at least discuss whether you are entered for the exam,

Will,” says Bill. He says to Daniel, “He’s very bright, Will is, you must talk to his head teacher,

she thinks very highly of him, very.”“We can’t discuss it now,” says Will. “I’ve got to go to

school.”Daniel, who is not stupid, can see his son deliberating over whether to forbid him to talk

to the head teacher, and is glad when Will draws back from the blow. Will pushes his chair back

with a scrape, puts on his anorak, gathers up his heavy bookbag. Winifred hands him an apple,

a shortbread, a flask. He kisses her on the cheek, includes Bill and Mary in a “good-bye” and

nods curtly to Daniel. “See you,” he mutters, “later.” Both knit their black brows, tense and

puzzled. Will goes.Daniel looks down and sees Mary’s wrist, her little fist closed round her busy

spoon. Every movement of every muscle pleases him. Mary says, “Will wants to go to

Overbrow with Keith and Micky and that girl with the funny hair.” She thinks a little, and adds

inconsequentially, “You won’t go just yet, will you, Daddy? You’ve only just come. I wouldn’t

mind if you came to the school, I wouldn’t.”“I can stay a bit longer,” he tells her.“A bit,” she says.

“A bit longer.”Two people are coming over the brow of the moor and making their way by sheep



tracks down to the back gate. Winifred gets up to make more coffee. “It is Marcus and

Jacqueline,” she tells Daniel. “They have been up doing something or other with Jacqueline’s

snails. She’s finishing a Ph.D on those snails. They get up at four o’clock to go and count them,

and so on.”“She comes and talks to our class about snails,” says Mary. “We have a colony of

those snails we look after for her, we do real experiments, we see what they eat and what

colour the babies are. We have a big snail book, we measure them, we write it all down, it’s

useful.”“If you think snails are useful,” says Bill, not unamiably.The figures are so small, it is at

first only just possible to make out which is which. Both are wearing anoraks and rubber boots;

it is damp, good snail weather; both are thin, and walk springingly. Daniel does not want to see

Marcus. Marcus is Stephanie’s brother, and was in the room when the sparrow fled under the

refrigerator and the refrigerator struck. Daniel has never asked whether, if Marcus had shown

more presence of mind, he could have saved her. He is afraid of his own rage. Marcus was in

his house, in a state of complicated nervous withdrawal, all that year, upsetting Stephanie,

invading privacy, brooding. A creature so nervous and futile, Daniel supposed, would be cast

again into the stupor from which he was vaguely emerging. Marcus was part of his memory of

his own terrible return to that house, a stick-like creature with a face like bad cheese, waxy and

sweating, standing close, close to the refrigerator plug in the wall and shaking. Marcus was not,

he decided then, a possible concern for himself. He could not help Marcus, because he was

who he was. Neither of them could hope or expect he could help Marcus. Let him suffer, he

saw he had thought, and now here is this young man, with the young woman, striding down the

moorside and, he can hear, laughing as he comes to the gate in the garden wall. How can he

laugh, says the demon that squats in Daniel. It is 1964, Daniel replies scrupulously. She died in

1958. We are all alive. Marcus is a young man. He has a degree now, Daniel does not know

exactly in what; Winifred has just told him that Marcus has a doctorate, he is now Dr. Potter, he

does some teaching at the North Yorkshire University and has just joined an important

research team. We are all alive, Daniel tells himself again, knowing that he himself is not. Not

exactly, not all, not. Mary tugs at his sweater. “Come and see the snails, come on.”Marcus and

Jacqueline take off their coats and are given hot coffee and toast and bacon and eggs. These

things are delicious after the hunting in the damp and dark, the peaty breath of the moorland

air, the cold, the sunrise, the movement, all of which were also delicious. Jacqueline is

monitoring two colonies of Helix hortensis and two of Helix nemoralis, studying the genetic

changes in the populations, which can be read in the varied bands on the creatures’ shells.

She has brought back some snails for the captive colonies and NYU, and Mary exclaims over

these—“Look at their lovely horns, look at their little mouths, they have thousands of teeth,

Daddy, did you know, Jacqueline told me …”Jacqueline has become a handsome young

woman, with dark brown hair, worn long to the shoulders, with its own wiry curl. She has an

outdoor skin, sunbrowned and supple, and bright brown eyes. In the old days, she used to

come to the Young Christians, with Ruth. Daniel wonders if she too is a member of Gideon

Farrar’s Children of Joy. He tells her that Ruth has looked after Mary really well, and she replies

that she doesn’t know how Ruth can do that job, day after day, it is so hard. Her face is

naturally smiling, even as she says this. Marcus says, “Hello, Daniel,” and sits down to his

breakfast. He says, “Hello, Mary, how is the head?” Mary says, “I still don’t remember how I got

hit, it’s really funny not to know something—so important to me—me not to know.” Marcus, who

is now working on the neuroscience of the brain, and on memory particularly, agrees that it is

interesting. “It might come back,” he says. “You might remember without knowing you

remember. And then one day, it will suddenly come clear, you will know.”Marcus does not want

to see Daniel. Partly for Daniel’s reasons. As Daniel remembers Marcus by the electric plug,



Marcus remembers Daniel’s face, Daniel coming in through the door, Daniel seeing that. Like

Daniel, he supposed he himself could not survive the shock. That he did, he thinks, when he

thinks of it, he owes to the care given to him by Jacqueline and Ruth. Ruth held his body, and

waited until he could cry, and wiped his tears. Jacqueline, robustly, ruthlessly, required him to

be interested in things not himself. She dragged him to lectures, which after a time he heard;

she bombarded him with her own problems, which his curiously apt mathematical mind solved

ingeniously without his emotions needing to uncoil from their shell; she made him go on field

studies trips when he could hardly drag one foot after the other; she involved him in her own

passion for what was beginning to be generally known as ecological studies. When in spite of

his pain he found he was interested, Jacqueline made him know he was interested, made him

see he was alive. He sat with her once in a cave in a storm up on Saddle Moor: it was a cave

with stony walls and a roof of dark earth, through which poked wiry roots of things clinging to

the surface somewhere above. They made their way through air and nosed back into earth.

They hung and twisted, out of their elements. As the storm raged, water began to soak through

into the cave, streaking the earth with dark rivulets, shining in sudden drops and splinter-

shapes on the rock face, dripping down the blind roots. He often dreamed of those dark

patches, those few bright drops. That was how it was. It was Jacqueline’s tough exactitude that

make him recognise that that was how it was, that the water was making its way in.Marcus

knows he is guilty of Stephanie’s death. He does not know what to do with this knowledge. He

knows that the one person—apart from the dead—whom he has mortally hurt is Daniel,

though he knows also that irremediable harm has been done to Will and Mary, and, beyond

them, to Bill and Winifred. He does not think of Frederica as someone wounded by what

happened. He knows that for him to sink into grief and guilt will do no good, so he does not, but

this does not help. He thinks Daniel should not have rushed abruptly off to London, and thinks

he should not blame Daniel for things, but think of his own blame. At the same time, he does

his work well, very well, and is interested in his colleagues. He lives, and somewhere else he

stays, as Daniel does, but differently, in that terrible place with that terrible knowledge.Bill

opens his letters, which have just arrived. One, in a brown envelope, he leaves till last, and

then laughs when he reads it. It is palely typed, on official writing paper. Bill says, “This is from

Alexander Wedderburn. They have put him on a government committee to study the teaching

of English. It is to be called the Steerforth Committee, after its chairman, who is Philip

Steerforth, you know, the anthropologist; they wouldn’t put an English specialist in charge of an

English enquiry, not bloody likely. Our grammatical Vice-Chancellor is on the list, old Wijnnobel,

I see, but not chairing it. Alexander was never more than a hit-and-miss teacher—well, he says

as much here—he wants me to submit evidence to the committee because, he is kind enough

to say, I am the best teacher he knows. He says he will be visiting schools and hopes to come

by; he says he can pick the parts of the country he visits, and hopes to spend some time up

here. I shall write to him about the wonders of Miss Godden’s Top Class writing projects. I may

well write some evidence for him. It won’t do any good—I’ve never known one of these things

do any good—but some good ideas, some sound principles, lying about in the Education

Ministry, who knows?”Daniel says he has seen Alexander, and Jacqueline asks if Alexander is

writing any more plays. Nobody knows. Daniel asks Jacqueline about Christopher Cobb, the

naturalist who runs the field station, and Jacqueline says he is away, at a pesticide conference

in Leeds. Bill remarks that Cobb has become very vociferous about crop-spraying and seed-

dressings, and Jacqueline says he has had to be, nobody understands what is being done to

the earth. Only Marcus knows—and Marcus only partly—what happened to Jacqueline in 1961

and 1962, when they both began their research careers at NYU, Jacqueline working with a



Dane called Luk Lysgaard-Peacock on the population genetics of snails, and he himself, at that

stage, working on the mathematics of a model of consciousness with the mathematician Jacob

Scrope, under the direction of the micro-biologist Abraham Calder-Fluss. Nineteen sixty-two,

Marcus’s second postgraduate year, was the year of the Cuban missile crisis. Marcus’s

generation, including Marcus, are haunted by nuclear fear, a millenarian anxiety that the

ultimate weapon will be—hurled, deployed, unleashed?—leaving a world of winter and

emptiness and sickness, a world imaginatively constituted by film of Hiroshima and Nagasaki,

whose emblem is the upsurge of the mushroom cloud over Bikini atoll. When Cuba came,

Jacob Scrope packed his books and clothes ready to depart for Ireland, out of range of a

possible London bomb, or bomb on the Fylingdales Early Warning System, with its white

globes resting on the moors. Marcus was rattled by Scrope’s assessment of the risks, but

Jacqueline was solidly unmoved—“They cannot be such fools,” she said, “they are just male

creatures puffing themselves up like gannets and geese, they will back down and look the

other way, you’ll see, they’ve got to, they’re human.” Her confidence came out of her own good

sense, which had been Marcus’s life-line, but he could not quite share it. In his experience,

good sense was not so strong in human beings as people like Jacqueline supposed, as the

society they lived in was built on supposing. In effect, like gannets or geese, Khrushchev and

Kennedy deflated their swollen breasts and stepped aside. In the interim, Jacqueline had

begun to notice that thrush-anvils where she and Christopher Cobb had counted shells were

deserted, that eggs were not hatching in nest-boxes, that dead owls were appearing in barns

and farmyards. In the spring of 1961, tens of thousands of birds were found dead in the British

countryside. Cobb’s activities began to include the delivery of boxes of tiny corpses to the

laboratories of NYU for analysis, where they were found to contain mercury, benzene

hexachloride, and other poisons. In 1963 Rachel Carson’s Silent Spring was published in

England, and Jacqueline gave a copy to Marcus. On the royal estate in Sandringham,

Jacqueline told him, the dead birds included: pheasants, red-legged partridges, wood-pigeons

and stock-doves, green-finches, chaffinches, blackbirds, song-thrushes, skylarks, moorhens,

bramblings, tree sparrows, house-sparrows, jays, yellowhammers, hedge sparrows, carrion

crows, hooded crows, goldfinches and sparrow hawks.She said to Marcus, “We shall kill the

planet. We are a species that has gone wrong somewhere. We shall kill everything.”“We’ve all

been saying that about the Bomb. I think we probably shall kill everything.”“We shall kill

everything because we’re too intelligent, and not intelligent enough to control our own

intelligence. Nobody meant to kill these birds—they were just trying to improve something else

—the wheat, the potatoes, a lot of this is owing to seed-dressings—trying to make things grow.

I think—I do think—we might learn not to be so aggressive, when it’s not just another man or

another army that’s at stake. But I think we’re just too stupid not to destroy the planet.”Marcus

said, “Fallout changes genes. Chemical mutagens change genes. Something that has taken

millions and millions of years to make forms that work—we can just destroy—or turn into

monstrosities—in a twinkling.”Jacqueline said, “There’s so little one person can do. Collect

dead birds.”“Make sure the evidence is watertight. For politicians who are short-sighted and

won’t care.”They were young and healthy, they were full of the huge, energetic despair of the

young and healthy confronted with rational fear. Their waking dreams were haunted by the idea

of sumps, and desert wastes, and rotted tree trunks, and lifeless lakes where no birds sing.

Every pleasurable walk on the moors, looking for snails, listening to larks climbing and plovers

calling, was as surely accompanied by the vision of all this rotting and vanishing as their

ancestors’ ramblings might have been by the vision of hell-fire, red-hot pincers, and eternal

thirst.Daniel asks Bill, watching him tidy away his post, what news he has of Frederica.“None,”



says her father. “She doesn’t deign to communicate. If I didn’t know her better I’d say she’d cast

us off as vulgar relations, but I do know her better—she was properly brought up, as far as that

goes, she may be an intellectual snob but she’s no social snob and I absolutely refuse to

believe she married that man out of any desire to rise in the world of saddle-thumping bottoms

and hunt balls. Now and then she sends a packet of snaps of the little boy. I notice she isn’t on

them. We’ve got lots of pictures of him on his pony and boating on lakes—”“Nothing wrong with

ponies—”“You know very well what I mean, Daniel. Very well. She’s bitten off more than she

can chew. I can’t say I liked him—that Nigel—when we did meet, and I can’t say I’d choose to

spend any more time in his company even if I was asked, which I won’t be. No, no good will

come of it. She’s closed off from us, like Beauty and the Beast, like Gwendolen and

Grandcourt, and one of these days she’ll turn up with bag and baggage, I wouldn’t be

surprised. She’s not a patient creature, our Frederica, she might have been knocked sideways,

but she’ll stand up again one of these days, and look around, and—”“I don’t see how you can

state all that, Bill,” says his wife. “You’ve no evidence for any of it. She may be very happy.”“Do

you think so? Do you think so?”“No. But I don’t know. And there’s the little boy.”“She’s my

daughter. I know her. Something got into her. Something was always getting into her. She

needed someone like you, Daniel, someone like us.”Daniel says, “You wouldn’t even come to

my wedding, you monster. You made everyone’s life a misery. You can’t just say we’re alike,

now.”“Well, we are. That was a battle of like with like. This isn’t. I should think the attraction of

that Nigel was exactly that he wasn’t like us, that he had nothing to do with us. Well, there are

lots of people who have nothing to do with us who would make better husbands for Frederica is

all I can say—”“You don’t know, Bill. You’re just hurt,” Winifred says.“No, I’m not hurt. I’ve

learned a few things. I’ve learned that if one of your daughters is dead, you just have to feel

glad the other’s alive, even if she won’t come to see you, that’s what. You get things in

perspective. What’s alive is alive, and kicking, I suppose. Frederica was always kicking. I’ve

upset Daniel. I didn’t mean to. I’ll take myself off and write to Alexander. Daniel, you know how

things are between us, don’t pucker up.”“I know,” says Daniel. “Give my best to Alexander. He’s

a good man.”Marcus says he must go, and Jacqueline goes with him. Daniel shakes Marcus’s

hand, which is no longer, he notices, limp like a dead fish. Marcus is a perfectly ordinary

intellectual-looking thin young man, with longish pale brown hair, and glasses. Daniel asks

Jacqueline if she still sees Gideon Farrar.“No. I gave all that up. It suddenly seemed not to

mean anything. I’m sorry.”“Don’t say that. I never liked it, myself.”“It does Ruth good. And it does

her no good, too, in some ways, I think.”“Indeed.”Mary goes to bed, for a regulation prescribed

rest, and Daniel is left alone with Winifred, in the quiet kitchen of Bill’s beautiful house. Winifred

says, “Honestly, Bill is too much. He worries a lot about Frederica. He misses her—and then,

with Stephanie gone—he feels it more, that she seems to have abandoned us. I hope you think

it’s funny that he’s decided you’re like him. I hope it doesn’t seem a final insult.”“No, no. The

fire’s gone out in that chimney. We should shake hands. Anyway, it’s half-time. It’s our duty to

acknowledge truths. Half-truths included.”“And Will will come round,” says Winifred, who wants

everything to be calm, to be good, to be well.“Why should he? What I did to him—what I did—

was wicked, was preposterous. Look at it coldly, look at it straight: a woman dies, a man is left

with two kids, so he walks out one day and just leaves them—so they’ve lost two at a stroke—

how can that be forgiven?”“But you can’t look at it coldly, Daniel—you have to see how it was

then—you were half-mad, and were doing them no good—and you can’t say we haven’t looked

after them well.”“I don’t. You’ve done wonders. They are safe kids. They have a home. A family.

I’m not a family. I know all that.”“And for Bill. It has been important to him to have Will—he plays

with Will—he couldn’t play with Marcus, you know—he was awful—these things can’t be



redeemed—but he has done well, and it makes him happy.”“I didn’t abandon my kids to make

Bill happy.”“I know that.”“Before I met her—Stephanie—I had this idea of my life. At the edge,

just over the edge. Where people weren’t managing. When we were married—I tried ordinary

happiness—I were lucky, we were happy—some of the time—and both of us knew what a

chance it was, what the odds were against it—and what we’d—abandoned for it—her work, her

books, her friends—my—my need to live where it’s dangerous. Yes, that’s it. Where it’s

dangerous. And when she died—I were pushed back, into that world—as though I shouldn’t

have tried to hoist myself out of it into a sunny shelf, wi’ her—but a life, wi’out her—I couldn’t—I

thought.”“Daniel. I know. Don’t hurt yourself.”“There’s more. Then I felt—I were dangerous to

them—Will and Mary. That I could do them no good, that they’d got to be got away from what

were happening to me—for their own good—I really thought that—”“It may have been

true.”“Yes, but now. But now. Now there’s Marcus—looking like—like an ordinary being,

laughing with that girl, Jacqueline—and here’s me—with my son hating me—how can I tell

you? The world’s changed, and Will and Mary have changed—disaster is my job, Winifred, I

know what—the living look like, as opposed to the walking dead. They’re the living.”“And you’re

the walking dead.”“That’s it. I’m not. Not exactly. Only some of the time. Only really. Hell. I can

do what the living do, I can eat my breakfast, I can think how lovely Mary looks, eating hers, I

can find Bill funny, going on about Frederica, I can smile—I’ve got out of that—that clear black

state—you see the world through a veil of coal, you know—”
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and I can only do so by breaking it into parts. But, ere I do so, let me make one urgent and

important comment for the prospective reader on this, the third book in Byatt's "Yorkshire

Tetralogy": THE BOOK IS VERY DISTURBING. Those reviewers here who dismiss it as boring

or what not are only exposing their own obtusity, in all sorts of ways. They are in fact

demonstrating as true the T.S. Eliot quote from "Burnt Norton" here (p.482) that "human kind

cannot bear very much reality." - I, personally, would not trust someone who is not disturbed by

this book - Because, as I'll come around to shortly, anyone who is not at first horrified then

titillated then horrified at their own titillation in the spectacle of Lady Roseace's death in the

book within the book here is simply not a sensitive or aware human being, aware of the cruelty

latent in his/her sexuality, whether s/he likes it or not.----And we don't like it, generally. So on to

Part1.) The book "Babbletower" within "Babel Tower." - This layering is what makes the book

as a whole so thematically powerful. Yes, the character, Jude Mason's, book is in part a

rehash of how utopias become dystopias and part a commentary on the Sixties. But, primarily,

as in the two previous novels in the tetralogy, it's about human nature, particularly human

nature as manifested in sexuality, a theme Byatt doggedly pursues throughout her works. And

for Byatt, and for most of us when we consider it, the religious impulse is inextricably

intertwined with the sexual. This observation is nothing new. All one has to do is read about
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the religious rites as practiced by the Ancient Greeks, for example. But it's somehow different

when one thinks of one's own religious or spiritual impulses in the modern world. As a church

official puts it here: "The Church has ALWAYS been about sex, dear, that's what the problem

is. Religion has always been about sex. Mostly about denying sex and rooting it out, and

people who are trained to deny something and root it out become obsessed with it, it becomes

unnaturally monstrous..." (p.25) Thus, Culvert's discovery of the paintings of the suffering

Christ in the tower marks the dawn of his awareness that there is a pleasure, a sexual

pleasure, in cruelty. And this discovery leads, ultimately, to the monstrous way in which Lady

Roseace is tortured and killed. At first I didn't make too much of this scene, too over the top I

thought, but it's difficult to get the imagery and disgust out of one's mind, where it dwells, and

eventually one eventually finds oneself responding to it in a sexual manner, because really, of

course, as Culvert intended, Roseace's execution is more about sex than death. The moment

one undergoes a sexual response in oneself to this horrid imagery and comes to an

awareness that part of one takes pleasure in it is the moment one realises what a bewildering

and disorienting book this is. Like all literature, it stirs deep things other works leave to

convention and causes one to rethink basic assumptions about what one is all about in this

world. On to Part2.) Frederica - I don't like her. I like her husband even less. But that's beside

the point. The problem with not liking Frederica and her distrust of emotion and her way of

trying to think through everything and put everything into "laminations" is that one realises that,

to a great extent, the person one truly dislikes is Byatt. But it has to be said for Byatt that she

(unlike Iris Murdoch, who draws a moral lesson from her own proclivities in her books and

makes them intolerable reading, to me anyway) is fully aware of Frederica's, ahem, her own,

shortcomings and shrewdly points them out, which makes Frederica bearable, if not exactly

likeable.3.) The book as a whole - Is too full of parody. The scene on the moors where

Federica departs her dashing husband is straight out of Wuthering Heights, rescribed for the

modern reader. And then parody breaks out all over: Modern poetry, contemporary education,

English divorce law proceedings (before no-fault divorces were commonplace) and on and on.

The saving grace here is that Byatt parodies her own parodies, making Frederica's

"laminations" as much of a shipwreck as her life is at times here, thus making them and her

palatable. What the none-too-subtly named Magog says in the trial about the Babbletower is

more true of Babel Tower, that, "it is a text that twists round and round itself like the snake

around the tree. What IS its true message?" p.586One might well wonder. And go on

wondering, for, despite certain reservations on my part, this is a rare book indeed, one not just

to think and ponder over, but to WONDER over.”

person, “Deals with the important issues regarding the sexual revolution in an intelligent way. A

good argument against book-banning, simply because it shows that controversial books

require both sides to think and engage. Byatt gives honest consideration to the pornography

debate, which, in my experience, has been given far too little attention.”

Sandra Iler Kirkland, “An Exploration Of English Society In The 1960's. Babel Tower is an

exploration of England in the 1960's, when so many things in society changed. It focuses on

two plots. The first is the story of Frederica. She had been an intellectual child who went to

Cambridge when that was still not the norm and became very popular and the center of

attention of a group of young men. Afterwards, rather than marrying one of them and

becoming an author as everyone expected, she instead married a man from the landed gentry,

Nigel. Her sister had died in a freak accident and she wanted a complete break from what she



had known. The couple had a son, Leo. But country life in a house full of Nigel's relatives

soon palled. Frederica felt stifled and that her intellectual life was stymied. When she met her

old crowd by happenstance, things came to a head. Nigel forbade her to see them and when

she didn't agree, started to physically abuse her. She fled in the night, taking Leo with

her.Nigel insists he wants her back and storms around trying to find her and terrorizing her

friends and family. The book explores the themes of women who want to work outside the

home, the difficulty of doing so as a single mother, spousal abuse, society's changing mores

about women, religion, sex, education, the best environment for a child and work.The other

subplot is about freedom in literature and the changing setting of society and what it will accept

in the name of freedom of expression. It revolves around a novel written by a thoroughly

unpleasant man named Jude Mason. The novel is about a dystopian society that falls into one

of sexual excesses and cruelty and is considered obscene and charged as such. There is a

trial in which the limits of society are explored. The Moors Murders case of Ian Brady and

Myra Hindley serves as backdrop for this case. It was the most prominent child murder case of

its time and many considered it a bellwether of how society changes were taking the world into

dark, wretched places.This is a huge novel that attempts to explain all of life in a specific time

period. Readers may or may not like Frederica who is not a very sympathetic character but

she is a model of how society has changed in considering a women's role. Most facets of

society are portrayed along with the changes the sixties brought to each. The author, A.S.

Byatt, won the Booker Prize for her novel Possession and that intellect and ability to explore

society is a real reason for her success. This book is recommended for readers of literary

fiction.”

sally seagull, “Enjoyed.. Try it”

runaway, “One of Britain's greatest living writers. This book is excellent - I had previously lent

my original copy to a friend who never returned it so this was just a replacement. It arrived on

time and I have no complaints. However, if you have not read this series of books, you really

should I cannot rate them highly enough.”

The book by A. S. Byatt has a rating of  5 out of 4.2. 40 people have provided feedback.
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